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Religious
Fanatic Acquitted by
A Jury at Seattle

DOWNFALL OF

AUTOCRACY
Will Get Medal for Killing Destroyer of

RUSSIA

IN

Many Happy Homes

CATASTROPHES

Seattle, Wash., July 10. George
Mitchell, who shot Franz. Edmund
Creffleld, leader of the sect known as
"Holy Rollers," In this city, alleging
that Oreffield had deluded and wronged his two sisters, was found
not
guilty by a jury this afternoon. The
insanity.
was
defense
Mitchell is to be presented with a
handsomely engraved gold medal as a
reward for killing Oreffield In First
avenue In this city some weeks ago.
When the medal is presented Mitchell
probably will be the only man in the
country who will have been SO honorof ed for a homicide.
Tho donen are to bp a committee
of respectable citizens of Oorallis, Ore.,
where Creffleld and his band Created
so much excitement and Indignation
three years ago. The man who
brought word to Seattle that the gold
medal is forthcoming is O. V. Hurt, a
CorvalllS resident and the father of
Maude Hurt Oreffield,
the dead

MENACE EMPIRE
Czar Hesitates in Face
Grave Crisis

OVERTHROW OF THRONE
MEANS ANARCHY

French

"prophet's" widow.
Hurt declares that as

soon as the

AND WAR news reached CorvalllS that Creffle'd
had been killed by Mitchell a committee at once started a subscription for
the purpose of raising money to present Mitchell with a gold medal, and
But to hire a good criminal lawyer to d

Writer Says Nothing

him.
He says that the minute the news of
Oreffleld's death reached the Oregon
town It spread like wildfire and that
Can Save
the Country,
there was universal Joy. For weeks
persons In Oorvallls who had been
through the Influence that
Creffleld had on members of their
families had been searching for tho
Paris, July 10. Anatole
Holy Holler leader. He had been
director of the tastltue of driven from one town to another and
auFrance and tho foremost French
for a month lynching was threatened.
thority on Ruislan affairs, whose his- It was generally believed that it was
tory of Russia is recognised as being only a question of time until Some citizen, feeling Ihe outrage that had been
one of the most accurate presentaperpetrated upon him, would take the
tions of the affairs of that empire, re- law Into his own hands.
d
shot spared
ceived the correspondent of the Asso"Mitchell's
ciated Press this morning at his coun- others the trouble of sending Creffleld
try seat, near Versailles, where he
an hour to discussing the gravity of Russia! present condition, and
the outlook for the future. M. Lero
Heaulleu makes frequent visits to ilus-sithe last only a few weeks ago, for
Ihe purpose of personally observing
the results of the first Russian election.
When asked to sum up his recent obu
servations, M.
said:
"11 should be understood
that the
is
one
of
actual revRussian situation
olution. It is no crisis which can lie
measured by days, weeks or months,
but a vast and complete transition, resembling the French revolution. When
1
say revolution I do not mean that
the monarchy is certain to be overthrown, although it is possitde that
may follow.
"The greater part of the leaders of
the constitutional democrats desire to
save the throne from wreck but they
recognise that they are not masters if
the future. If the government does URGENT SUMMONS ISSUED
not satisfy the nation's demands catastrophes of the gravest nature are
FOR PROMINENT OFFICIALS
ahead for Ktissla.
"Personally I think that the overthrow of the throne would I' a great
Hears
disaster for that would mean anarchy Grand Jury at Cleveland
ami possibly civil war."
Startling Testimony of IrregularHe was also asked If the preserva
tlon of the throne would mean the
autocracy.
Business,
Oil
in
ities
continuance of
"By no means" he replied. "On the
contrary arbitrary autocracy is doomAM that the present monarchy
ed.
y
Cleveland, O.. July 10. The
can save at the best Is its power withproduced today before the
limin constitutional and
its. The emperor has goood Intentions grand Jury which is investigating the
violations of the Interstate
lint he knows very little of his own alleged
laws with
commerce and
country outside the limits of the
Hp Is always hesitating, Is him- particular reference to the Standard
self terrified by the example of thi Oil company, was of such a nature
French revolution and does not wish that District Attorned Sullivan caused
to have the same end as I.nuls XVÍ, several additional subpoenas to be isalthough he forgets that Charles I of sued late in the day for well known
One was for
England arrived at a similar end y Standard Oil officials.
and auditor of
another route. Perhaps il Is aln a ly M. S. Vilas, treasurer
too lale to save the dynasty from the Standard Oil company of Ohio.
going down witli the autocracy, but A deputy marshal was dispatched
to the office of Mr. Vilas,
the emperor might waul nit the down- post hasle
refall for a time by permitting the for- but he was not found, theanofficer
attempt
that he believed
mation of a ministry representing the porting
made to keep him under
parliament which represents the peo-ul- was being subpoena
was then Issued
cover. A
Richards, cashier in the
"He has already lost much time and lor O. ft, office,
he was brought
the feeling of discontent Is continually Clevelandgrand juryandroom,
but was exInto the
increasing."
A second
u
then discussal cused to In a few minutes.
M.
the Standard Oil offices failed
the agrarian and other leading ques- visit
to And Mr. Vilas and the deputy marThe land, lie said, was Ihe shal
tions.
was then dispatched to his subgovernquestion.
The
most difficult
home with Instructions to stav
urban
cost
enormous
tile
before
ment recoils
all night If necessary to find the
there
of
the
expropriation
or
total
partial
of
ancient estates, yet unless the emperor witness.
Another subpoena will be Issupd tosatisfies the exactions of the peasants morrow
for F. B. Squire, vice presihe will transform them Into an oppo- dent nf Die Standard Oil company of
sition element and perhaps Into revo- Ohio. The government officials tolutionists,
night awaited reports as to the
When questioned concerning tit"
service of a number of other
ii
Jewish question, M. I.ei
demanding the presence of
subpoenas
hiduring
spoke of his observations
railway officials and others whom it is
was
ne
wnere
recent travels in itussia
believed will be able to give Informastruck with the tenacity with whi.'h tion along Ihe lead that was opened
civil
same
and
the
the Jews demanded
by the grand jury proceedings.
'political rights as the Christians.
Tomorrow, It is expected, will be
"There arc five million Jews In Kus the crucial point In the work for the
many
of
If
so
them
he,
"and
said
sla."
grand jury. Among other things said
are. found among the revolutionists, to have been brought out by the testhe reason is to be found in the ex timony today is the sensational charceptional laws to which they are com acter of under billing and It Is alleged
oh lied to submit. The Jews thus be that the Jurv was Informed that n
come irrcsconciablc adversaries of the branch of the New York Central lines
government which obstanately refuses has caused hundreds of cars of the
them the rights accorueu 10 me ome. Standard Oil enmtpany to he billed t
Denote In the country. Thus the re- contain only half the amount with
artiontsts count on the Jews, and tins which they were really loaded. This
Is why the police Incite brutalities Q lid ST hilling. It Is charged, was done
against the Jews, like those at Hluly-stok- . largely out of Flndlay, Ohio.
A large part of the days' testimony
Even If the ministers are not
directly responsible, the local police related to alleged trade discriminaorganise these butcheries which pro- tions on oil shipments where both the
ceed under the benevolent silence if Standard Oil company and the IndeWhen I visited pendent companies used their own
the administration.
Russia plans for the uprisings against private equipment.
the Jews were everywhere announce
Rrltlslicrs Have Food Scandal.
and the subsequent uctlon merely
London, July 10. The Britishers
what wos fully anticipated. The
virtuously Indignant
sole means to end the uprisings ami who havp been so Chicago
meat pack
bring about the withdrawal of the recently over the
today confronted
Jewish passes from the revolutlonsry ing revelations, were
the Inspecpropaganda Is to accord them equali- with the annual report ofshops
which
ty before the law. The Russian par- tor of factories and work
the conditions here ar
liament demands this, but the govern- shows asthat
allegeo
anything
revolting as
ment hesitates, persisting In consider- Unite
of Ihe weatern packing centers. Dising' the Jews to be the principal
gusting
seem to he the rule
methods
of the
,. revolution.
...... ..,i
,
rather than the exception In the Jam
,.i i i factories,
M. j iHroy-neu- u
icu ni il. iiuiiiiii-ibakeries and sausage
(Contin'ued on Page a, Column
Acquiescence in People's Demands
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said Hurt In substance.
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MEN MUST
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MUTUAL LIFE T HAW ISSUES

6!

STATEMENT TO

deserved,"

Hurt's entire family at one time WES
under the spell of this religious f
natic. It was at Hurl's home in Oorvallls that some of the disgraceful
scenes of the Holy Rollers were enact
ed. Hurt himself was once under the
Influence, but It didn't take him long
to throw it off, and since then he has
promost
been one of Oreffleld's
nounced enemies.
Company Now Conducted on
At one time during the orgies of
the Holy Rollers all the furniture In
the Hurt house was piled In a heap in,
Sound Business Basis
the front yard and set on fire by Oreffield, who announced that it was a
burnt offering to God; that religious
people had no right to have furniture,
for furniture was a luxury. At an- PRACTICES OF DOUBTFUL
other time live cats and dogs were
d
offered up in the fires while
PROPRIETY PROHIBITED
went through his incantations
and worked himself and his followers
into a frenzy of emotion.
A short time prior to the date that Officers Responsible
for Conditions
the Corvalis people raptured Creffleld
and tarred and feathered him. he suc-- i
Revealed Last Winter Have
O.
i'i led in inducing Maude Hurt,
V. Hurt's daughter,
to marry him.
All
Been Dismissed.
Creffleld hid In the woods after he
was tarred and under cover of the
night returned to the Hurt house,
New York, July 10.
Not one of
where he crawled beneath the (loop
and remained a week, where he was the executive officers of the Mutua!
fed by Mrs. Creffleld.
Life Insurance company responsible
Later Creffleld sought refuge in tho for the conditions which prevailed in
house of B. K. Starr, at Portland,
During hisstay there the husband of that organization prior to the year
Mrs. Starr field a charge against him 1006 remain In tho service of the comthat led to his sentence of two years in pany.
All practices and methods of
Mrs. Creffleld, in doubtful propriety have been prohibitthe penitentiary.
the meantime had become Insane and ed; the responsioillty of the officers
was sent to an asylum about the same
time that Creffleld went to the Salem has beeen definitely fixed; measures
prison.
Mrs. Starr is a sister of to Insure efficiency in service
and
Qekrge Mitchell, the slayer. Mitchell economy In administration huve been
also claims that Creffleld enticed his adopted, and many other reforms haw
younger sister Blather into the ranks if been effected, according to a letter to
the Holy Rollers and disgraced her foi the policyholders which was made
life.
For these two acts Mitchell public today by President Charles A.
Peabody of that company. Mr.
swore revenge.
letter, which will be mailed to
every holder of a policy in the Mutual Life, also declares that other r
forms are in progress or in contempla'
tlon, and that he believes the results
of the future will be entirely satisfactory to the policyholders. He calls
attention to a reduction in the salaries
of officers and employes, and in the
expenses of the home office building,
effecting a saving of $515,000 a year.
The economies effected in the eosj
of agency management, medical examination and revision work, advertising,,
printing, stationery, he says, aggregate
another $570,000 a year, making a total saving of more than JS.uoo for
each working day. The letter says
that since January 1 of this year, the
company's funds deposited In hunks
and loaned on collateral have been reduced more than $175.0110,000 by In
vestment, and that the total gain In
net income on ail Investments during
the last six months has been
EMPEROR SECRETLY BEHIND
Mr. Peabody says that the Integrity
MOVEMENT and value of the company's assets
REVOLUTIONARY
have recently been Verified I'V an investigation and examination by Ameriand English public accountants,
Japanese Discover Scheme to Drive can
whose certifying statement of the
December II, 1005, Is 1417,000 '
Them Out of Land of the
excess of the value as shown on the
company's books.
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UNTERMEYER PROTESTS

Victoria, B. O. July 10. Tho
steamer Kmpn ss of Indin. which arrived here today, brought among her
passengers Lady Hart, wife of Sir
Robert Hart, the noted director of
tin- Chinese imperial customs, and her
daughter, who are en route for Lng-lun-

d.

AGAINST PEABODY METTElt
New York, July 10. After reading
the statement mudo public by President Peabody tonight Samuel Jitter
myer, general Counsel fur the International Policyholders' committee of the
Mutual and New York Life Companies,
addressed a long letter of protest to
Mr. peabody,
"My attention is called," he says,
"to a document just issued by you in
aid of the campaign for your own election and that of vour associates to
whom you owe your office. It Is In
addressed "To
the guise of a letter
the Policyholders. " under date of tic
second Instant, which you have print;
ed and have Just given out fur publication, and, which I understand, you
are about to mall to the policyholders
whose names appear on the lists you
liave prepared at the expense of the
company, but which you still persist

News was received from Japan that
In
Kof i,
tho present revolution
which Is being continued, is supported
emperor
and
secretly by the Korean
court. A special correspondent of the
Osaka Matfllcl telegraphs from Seoul
a story of a Korean intrigue whereby
Ihe emperor is reported to have dispatched Kim Seung Mun as special
agent with a large amount of funds
with instructions to use the money
to bring Russian troops to North Kan-tan island off northwest Korea,
with a view to bringing about an Intervention of the powers to end the In withholding from the committer
prpsent Japanese regime in Korea, represented by me, while still using
Tile plot was revealed by a
them for your own purposes.
society, which
raided the
"We take Issue with you as to every
agent's quarters before his departure. material fact contained In that document."
Mr. Untermyer further declares that
a copy of this protest Is oeing
to the superintendent of insurance accompanied by the request
that he forbid "this latest form of diversion of the assets."
a,

SEARCH NG FOR

YOSEMITE
BANDIT
Fresno. Cal., July 10. The sheriffs
of Madeira and Mariposa counties are

continuing the search for the Yosem-It- e
stage robber. A dragnet method
is being pursued by the officers, as
they aro convinced that the highwayman lives not far away and that he
has burled or secreted his treasure
In a oebln or some
spot. Dwellers In the mountains have
been asked to agree to a search of
their premises, showing no discrimination as between suspected or unsuspected citizens. The camp of the
robber near the scene of the holdup
at Shawnee has been found. It Is
certain he prepared several meals
there and burned his disguise after
his nervy exploit. Tho trail led to
Grub Qulch and Anally was lost In
a rocky country not far from the
home of Sweet, wherefore he was
compelled to give an account of himself, as he did one year ago, under
somewhat similar circumstances.
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THE GIRL IN RED

STANDARD OILPLOT TO BRING
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By Carrier. Or.
Month. DDIPC
By Mall. $5.00 a Year.
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11,

40 DEPUTIES GUARD
DEFENDED

he

JULY

SPITS BROUGHT AGAINST
FORMER O FPU IALS OF MUTUAL
New York, July 10. Complaints
were served today in the suits brought
by the Mutual Ufe Insurance company
against Robert H. Qrannis, former
vice president, and Waller It. Gillette,
former treasurer and trustee.
Altogether five causes of action
against Mr. Qrannis are set for trial
and the total amount for which Judgment Is asked against him Is $917,500
with Interest.
Suit for the recovery of large sums
of monev which were paid to his stationery firm through alleged erroneous vouchers was begun against Ly- -'
sander W. Lawrence by the Mutual
today. It Is believed that this suit
may Involve $1,000,000.
STEAMSHIP ASHORE
ON IttM'KIHH'M) COAST

leg Smooth

nnd Passengers and Crew
Safe Vessel May Be Total Is,- -.
Loulnhurg, Cape Breton. July 10.
line steamer AnThe
gola, Captain Thomas, bound from
Vera Crus and Progresso. Mexico, for
Montreal via Sydney, struck on a
rocky point ten miles esst of Louls-bur- g
harbor today and sustained serious damage. The sea was smooth at
the time of the accident and the passengers and crew ore In no danger.
Several tugs are standing by th
steamer but st a late hour tonight
there was doubt as to whether she
could be floated.
Klder-Dempst-

er

NEWSPAPERS

Morning Journal Wont
Let the Little Folks

Miss the High Dive
Were Getting Everything Ready For the

Indignant at Stones of His
Mental
THEATRICAL

U4.
Ai i j mJ
TUP. "GIRL IX RED" Is SAVED!
The boys and girls of Albuquerque aren't going to miss her great dive st

Condition

MANAGER SAYS

YOUNG

IS

INSANE

District Attorney Continues

Diligent

MAN

Hunt After Witnesses Who Can
Throw

Light

on

The

Big Children's Splash on Saturday

Case.

New York, July 10. Harry
K.
Thaw tonight In the Tombs gave out
his first statement since he shot and
killed Stanford White on the .Madison Square roof garden.
In It the
young man utters a protest against
being regarded SI insane and declares
his counsel assured him that no such
course as the appointment of a committee to inquire Into his mental condition Is contemplated.
The statement WOS handed by Thaw In person
to the newspaper representatives, He
gave It out without the permission
of his counsel, with whom he pleaded
all day to be allowed to deny In person the current reports as to his Insanity and especially Ihe public report yesterday of a purported Interview with one of his counsel quoting
the attorney as saying the prisoner
Young
wis undoubtedly
insane.
Thaw's statement follows:
"i am Informed by Mr, Olcott and
Mr. (rubor that the interview with
Mr. ('.ruber In one of last night's papers to the effect that t am undoubtedly Insane and that a lunacy commission would be appointed to demonstrate that fact, has no foundation
whatever; that Mr. Cruder
never
made such a statement and that no
such a course is contemplated.
"Mr. Olcott further tells me that
he did not go to Philadelphia for the
purpose of seeing or Inquiring about
Harriet Thaw or her alleged Insanity,
and lhat his visit had nothing whatever to do with the question of my
mental condition or that of any member of my family."
The statement was signed with the
initials H. K. T.
When asked If he had anything further to remark, Thaw said "That
statement embodies all that I have
to say."
Despite the rapid fire question!
hurled at him by the reporters Thaw
remained smiling but noncommittal
during the four or five minutes he
was with the press reporters.
Assistant District Attorney Carvln
continued today to vigorously prosecute hl.s Inquiry Into the case and had
before him several prospective witnesses.
Among them were James L.
Lederer. or Philadelphia, who was
manager of "The Wild Pose" theatrical company at ihe time Evelyn
N'esbit. now Mrs. Thaw, was a member of the organization: May
nn actress and friend of Mrs.
Thaw, and Mary Leahy, Mrs. Thaw's
maid.
Mr. Lederer told the assistant district attorney that It was his belief
young Thaw is crazy.

Traction Park next .Saturday.
J
It was a narrow squeak for the "Olrl In Red."
Think of it, boys and girls: A desperate Spaniard followed her all th
way from California to kill her with a knife.
Well, he didn't do it. He got scared and ran und the policemen and the
sheriffs are on the watch for him.
Mr. Payne of the Traction company had a big posse of forty deputy sheriffs
on the grounds last night and then turned the lights out and the "Olrl in
Red" walked around the fence with sheriffs in front of her and sheriffs
behind her, sheriffs to the right of her, sheriffs to left of her, to see if the
Spaniard was hiding there.
Hut he wasn't.
And so those sheriffs are going to look a little out that no one bothers
the "i lirl in Bed," or does anything to keep her from making the high divs
on Little Cupid for the boys and girls of Albuquerque at the MORNING
JOURNAL MATINEE next Saturday afternoon.
No, sir.
We are going to have the children see her dive off the big
high platform if we have to hire a posse of deputy sheriffs ourselves.
Now, as we have said before, the Morning Journal has made arrangements with Dr. Carver so that we can have every little boy and girl in town
who Is under twelve years of age, see the great diving horses next Saturday
afternoon at Traction Park.
We arc going to do this for the boys and girls, simply because It le the
chance of a lifetime to give them a show that will appeal to every single one
of them and will be more fun than you can shake a stick at.
Two such glorious Saturdays is almost too much fun for us so close
together, bul we know it isn't a bit too much for the boys and girls.
The MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE at the Casino last week was a
bigger success than we ever hoped for. We gave the children of this burg
more real enjoyment than they had had for many months. We can prove
It by lots and lots of grown people who were there and saw those children enjoy themselves. You were there and we don't noed to tell you a thing
about it. 1 was Great!
Now wit expect the
MOnXIXG JOURNAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE
next .Saturday to be bigger and better and more exciting and more real
downright PUN than even last Saturday's show. We think so because Dr.
Carver and his horses and his guns are a show that little people will enjoy
than anything else In the catalogue.
Some of you have seen Mr. Carver and a few of you have seen those beautiful horses make that glorious leap Into the air and then Into the water.
There isn't a boy or girl In town who hasn't heard about It nnd who Isn't oru,y
to see it. And now tho Morning Journal Is going to give you all the chance
all under twelve years old. It won't cost you a thing not u cent to ride on
the cars, or get Into Traction Park, or the grand stand. Froo All Free.
Now don't worry about the "Girl In Rod." She was pretty well scared,
though she says she wasn't: but she Is going to be well guarded and will be
all ready to make tho big dive next Saturday before the biggest crowd of
little people that ever got together In Alhuquorqu.
You Just take tho Morning Journal's word for It. And we believe you
will be ready to take our word after the way we made good lust Saturday.
Now tomorrow and next day we'll tell you about tl kets and other things
and all about how we are going to manage this second big matinee for you.
We don't need to talk to the old folks this week. We proved to them
last week that we can take care of their youngsters better than they can
themselves, and we know they will let us. take ( barge of them without a bit
of anxiety.
So keep your eyes peeled and your ears stretched fur what We'll have tu
say to you every morning till our big second matinee comes off.
Now, If you old folks get bored you can go way back mid sit down. We
to talk to the kids every day this week, and if you don't want to
going
are
read It you can turn over the page. We know the boys and Iris aren't going
Hut we
to get tired hearing about another Saturday like last Saturday.
believe that every one of the older people In town Who saw those cars loaded
with happy little ones last week will be perfectly willing to let us tell the
likes to see the little fellows
we hop
tots all we want to. Every grown-uenjoy themselves Just us much as the Morning Journal does. If they don't,
they ought to.
hope to see you tomorrow.
So, good morning
1

Bryan to Remain in Britain.
London. July 10. Mr. and Mrs.
Wlliam J. Bryan have tempore
abandoned their planned continental
tour and have decided to remain in
real Britain until after the confer- ence of the Interparliamentary Unlorl
wnicn will unen here July 22. They
will spend some time In Scotland,
leaving London July 15. Invitations
have been pouring In on Mr. Bryan
and he and Mrs. Ilryan are kept busy INVESTIGATING ICE TRUST CITY
IX RAXSAS
keeping engagements.
County Proseen tor Endeavors to Show
Illegal Combination.
Kansas City, July 10. In the Investigation of the Ice manufacturing
firms of this city, which County Prosecutor Kimball Is trytng to show Is a
trust in restraint of trade, Harry T.
liurk, secretary of the People's Ice.
Storage and Fuel company, testifying
today, practically ndmltted that his
company dictates the prices In this
county. Mr. Hurk denied that he had
authority to make prices for any
other company. Me simply fixed the
price for his own company und while
he did not know, ho said, that all
other companies promptly made the
same price, he had not heard of anybody who had failed to follow
his
Magnum, O. T., July 10, Rev. T. lead.
somecompany
He told how his
L. Rea, pastor of the Magnum Christ-Ia- n
dought Ice for $2 a ton and sold
church, early today shot and times
It for $5 without ever seeing
the
probably falally wounded Oeorge A. product.
Stephens, his brother-in-laa farWitness said he wos unable to tell
mer, and then cut his own ihrnni
of production, and declared
Pea, although badly wounded, may the cost
that the supply and demand fixes the
recover.
Itea and his wife had separated, price of Ice.
Mrs. Ilea going to the house of her
Wilson Investentes!
brother on a farm near Magnum.
Chicago, July 10. Secretary of AgStephens went to the minister's house riculture Wilson
continued his Invesand asked for his sister's belongings. tigation nf the local stockyard today,
The men quarreled nnd Rea fired ut making a trip through
several of the
Stephens with a shot gun.
plants bofore breakfast. He expressed
Ilea formerly lived at Midlothian, himself as satisfied with what he saw
He came here four
Texas.
yours there.
ago.
"It seems to me," said the secretary,
"that the packers are working with
.i in ml Rnrker Deiul.
commendable vigor to mnko ImproveLos Angeles,
July 10. Brigadier ments, and I understand there will be
(leñera Louis Henry Rucker, United no let up In the work until they have
Mates army, retired, died here
fixed things as the government wants
them."
p,
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PIELO FINALLY SETTLED
Miners In Pennsylvania District Get
lncie-s- e
of Wages.
Philadelphia, July 10. The virtual
settlement of the strike of miners In
the central Pennsylvania bituminous
wss
field, which begun last April,
made in this ity tonight at a conference between representatives of the
United Mine Workers of America ana
the operators In that field. The principal terms of the sett lenient are: A
5.6S per cent Increase in Wages for all
mine workers over the scale which
existed before the strike; application
system to miners, hut
.if the check-of- f
not to laborers.
was reallv the only
The check-of- f
obstacle In the final discussion of the
terms of tho settlement.
The scale committee of the central
Pennsylvania field will meet In Clearfield, Pa., Thursday to ratify or reject
the agreement. Every Indication favors Its ratlflcstlon.
c

Paris Society Greets Long worths.
Paris, July 10. Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Longworth received tho cordial
greetings this evening of a great g.ith-erlnof members of French and
American society people In the course
of Ambassador and Mrs. Mccormick's
reception at the American embassy In
their honor.
g

Accountant Wins Rich Stake.
B.
New York, July 10. James
Drady's Accountant, ridden by Martin, won the Lawrence Resllsatlon
stakes, worth 117,000 to the winner
at Hheepshead Bay today. Fred Johnson's entry was second and the New
Caatle stahle'a Rullseye was third.
Time, 2: it.
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P5 Tales of the Town

REVOLUTION

H

BREAKS OUT
i

IN

IIP

L

a

MU MtS

r

FEELING

BETTER

BUSINESS
ON

A

NORTH

SKATE

OP THORNTON

Rio Janeiro. Brasil. July 10. The
ne of the bin 1600 class fn iht en- revolutionists in the state of Id at: o
Grosso have or upied the capital "f BiSVs. the ilei'apmls. went on a tear
last
eveniiij; about 10 O'clock on the
the state. Cwrabo. They mur.lvi
the president of the state and Seized Santa Fn at Itosarlo station, between
Thornton and Cerrillos, and traffic In
the government.
the meantime had to be tied up. No.
T the passenger
train due here at midOf Mat to Grosso border.-The
ia
is expected with good luck a;
on Bail via Jus an aren of 63'. 2'1 night,
in v o'clock this morning, aid menattms
mi ire mil ' and Its iniiulatlou
No. 4. the Chicago limitad, has he., i
1SI) was 95. 27.
There hMvc tu en reports for several taking a good long; raal up at ThornOnly the front trucks of the
in Matt" ton.
mouths of a revolution
Telegrams from Ascunidon, mal&moth engine left the rails but tit
CrosSo.
M.iy Í4. reported that
the Mat' who),, machine might as well have
("rosso revolution, said to be headed been derailed as far as replacing It
by Dr. Genérese PonCO, had raptured concerned, as It Is like lifting the
building to
the towns of Cnrumha. Butt Ana side of an eight-storjust the end of a decapod of the
de paraplbo mi l Pacome and were
then approaching Cuyaba, the capital. 16U0 c'ass. It cannot be done with n
Hispatches dated June C stated that pinch bar. anil It was necessary to
the Brazilian warships Satellite and end the wrecker to the scene of th.
Presidents Morales were on the way accident.
troop
to Matto Groe, carrying
state to udit Tngirart's Hook.
which would increase the force un11
West Haden. Ind.. Jury o.At tntney
der the command of General
in
QeaefsH
Miller, Stile Auditor BighM
2.
ino men.
lo tu
On June 10 if was reported that a and Deputy Auditor Raid, accompan
i evolutionary
force of 3.000 we'l ied by three expert accountants, toda)
armed men Was in the field ami sub- - Made a formal demand on the pro
Haden
sequerMjy it was reported that Coya Da prietors of the West
and
was invested by the rebels after a French Uck Springs Hotel companion
flsht In which the federal troops had for an examination of their books, under the state law ullowlng the state
been defeated.
auditor to ex inline all books of corporations organized under the volun- w,
ivri:it vtiox
establish I.TI
iry associations act under which both
I I I I I I
KAI. I
il.llld
till1 hotel are incorporated.
The stale
to Keep by this move seeks to obtain InforFoiiy Nation- - Will
mation concerning the relations of the
Hocord of crop Reporta.
companies and the alleged gamnil hotel
Washington, July 10.
bling casinos which were raided under
over the country will naturally be In- the direction of the attorney general.
terested In the decision of BOngresS
No Objection was made to the departicipate In the International Agri- mand by the hotel managers.
estab-lishe- d
to
is
be
that
cultural Institute
at Home. This institute Is the one Million immigrants Last Year.
plan of the Italian government ami
New York, duly 10- .- More than a
while Italy wll bear the bulk of the million immigrants entered the Unites
expense and house the bureaus t'i States through the Kills
island station
Icir-iuHono-- , It will be an importan'
dining the Aaca year ending lime 3n
house for the agricultural news ot last. The exact number was 1.0C3,-- '
the world. About forty countries ate 0 f. 4 an increase of 119,071 over the
interested in the exchange which wilt i. receding year. The largest number.
keep alt International record of crop 2SS.S0S,
tame from southern Italy
reports and other Information In Hebrews were second with 126,040,
which the farnmrs of all countries lb Tin' immigrants brought a total o?
thee days of fast communication arc nineteen million dollars.
Interested, Thus men in all countries
.
will be kept posted as to the world s
Ik
though!
it
rupply of staples and
that the bureau will be able to de SEES SPEEDY DOWNFALL
much to put an end to the violen'
fluctuations of price.
OF AUTOCRACY IN RUSSIA
RW ttta ox tmi: .i.wv
Sl'lM'l.Ks DOUGHERTY
?

te

y

--

--

1

1

to

I

.

ALBUQUERQUE,

for
iiuit.
"If an 111 wind that hloWl nobody
good.' sa Id an Alhuouemue man lat
d
night at Sturges corner as he
three big black beetles and
carefully extracted a grasshopper from
his moustache, "and I've thought of
a good
In connection with
these bugs. I'p in the Pecos and the
mountains of Colorado, grasshoppers
are at a premium and other bugs nr
also extremely popular just at this
season to entice the tinny trout. Why
not Just crate up these bugs, put them
in barrels and baskets and ship them
to the fishing resorts and sell them :.t
a good profit
The expense of catchfa"t
ing them Is comparatively nll--thing about
the most disagreeable
them Is you catch them whether you
want to or not. I've carried enough
grasshoppers around with me this ev
ening to catch all the tnout in the
Pi os and the Mora combined nlie
fat ones that could make a trout'.;
mouth water.
"The big black beetles might not
do so well for bait, but I'm sun- they
must have a commercial value somewhere. It might be a scheme to sell
their shells to the government to USA
some of the big vs-set- a
In armor-platinMet one coming around the cor
ner that appeareu m ne as nig as a
d
hippopotamus with armor
Hough on his back to cover a torpe lo
I
think there is a good busiboat.
ness opportunity here for someone.
And Ihcn It would alleviate our misery
to think that the blame things were of

BOSTON

H

WOOL

HALF

BUYERS

Boston. July

WAY!

10.-

0

--

mod-shar-

ARE

THE

INER-SEA-

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

15,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Marrón, President; Wa Farr, Vice President; J. B. Herndon,
Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier; L A. Dye, J. A. Weinman, E. A. Miera, F. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs, and D. H. Carna
O. N.

Accounts of Individuals, Finns, and Corporations Solicited. .Interest
Paid on Six Months Deposits at Rate of 5 per cent per annum.

L

g

fair-size'

l

1

BRAND

WITH AMPLE MEANS

WE HAVE

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

The largest assortment of Iner-Sea- l
goods to he found in the
city, and arc scllini; tbean at the
same price that they are sold
for in all eastern cities.

THE
BANK OF COMMERCE

-

NOTICE THESE

PRICES

Bremner's Putter Wafer. . . . 10c
2)c
Chees Sandwich, large
Cheese Sandwich, small.... 10c
Five O'clock Tea
10c
Fig Newtons
10c
l()e
Grahaffl Crackers
fjaj
Lemon Snaps
Marshmallow Dainties
10c
Ilk- Oat Meal Crackers
Old Time Sugar Cookies
lOd
Protzeleftes
10c
Royal Toast
10c
Baltlne
20c
Saratoga Flakes
in
soria. City
10c
Social Tea Biscuits
10c
UNEEDA BISCUIT
V
Uneeda Milk Biscuit
Bo
U neefla Jlnjer Wnyfer
1 0c
Vanilla Wafer
10c
Water Thin
y.u .a Ginger snaps
So
Zwieback
ire

e

I

I

I

r

iroces-sionist-

lis

coin-operat-

Jiata

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.

W. 8. ETRICKLKK.

W. J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
WILLIAM McINTOSII.
ft CO Item: Alt NOT.
J. O. BALDRIIKiE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
Vice-Preside-nt

NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICINAL EFFICACY OF THE

IT KEETS OH TAJ TIJ1G COOV
TRY IT! TRY IT!
-

CONFECTIONS
SUGAR WAFER

SPECIALTIES

large
Flavors: Chocolate,
Orange, Lemon, Mint,
Vanilla.
NaMsCO, small
Flavors: Vanilla and
Chocolate.
Festino
Champagne Wafers
NablSCO,

Qulckel A Bothe of Zeifers Cafe, and QeorteK. Neher
of the While Elephant. Local Dealers

.30c

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

.10c

WHOLESALE DISTRII1UTORS
.25c

M. BERGER
Wholesale Flour and Feed

Drink Blood of tho Grape

DEALER

Champagne

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex Stock and 1'oultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Chicken
Crashed Oyster Shells,
none. Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

The new tirapo Juice; In two
sizes; .2 for
25c
Quarts
8B0

Jaffa Grocery

The

LAS VFGAS, N. M.

.:$)

Co.

"Good Things to Eat"

Auto. Phone 626.

114

W. Copper Ave

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

Mail

Colorado Phone

Automatic Phone 522.

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS

Albuquerque, New Mexico

311 SIS West Silver Avenue.

Ii

FINANCE

BRING RESULTS.

BLACKBERRY
;,y
' III'.
K CO.. llfi w.
I

Mcintosh HoLfdwaLre Co

COMMERCE

,
Wall Street.
New York. July 10. The stock ma--kleaped to a condition of extreme
lethargy today, the shrinkage from
yesterday's volume being In about the
proportion of yesterday's shrinkage
from last weeks
average.
Closing
quotations:
Amalgamated Copper
J7
uaar
i2jy4
Anaconda
ttlVi
Atchison
do

preferred

New Jersey C

51

W. J. PATTERSON

MORNING JOURNAL
--

I BM SI' MEYERS
SILVEll AVENUE.

EN-

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

--

OLD VIRGINIA
IIKAXDY.
AP.SOl.l

N,M,

CAPITAL, SlMl.t)0S.S.

Cleveland-l'tiHailcl-gam-

1

ALBUQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPKR ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

.

d

song-anil-dan-

Capital

THE BEST CRACKERS

I

Mnn-talo-

of Albuquerque. New Mexico

"Good Things to Eat"

tivity reported from the west
tributed by the buyers to a willingness
of the sheepmen to meet the buyers
half way and the hi
traders say
they are wailing fi
the feeling to
p
reach the east. Th Ituation Is
erately active and
interest Is
manifested in all da ises of trade. Ter.
ritory wools are etc dy.
till present peí
The wool markei
plexing features, th dealers standing
between the grower who are asking
extremely high prln and the mana-of the unsatis-Ih- e
facturers, who. in v
goods market.
factory condition of
Iced wools. The
are looking lor low
live per cent
Antwerp sales opei
lower on flue mcriin - and 0 per cent
lower on crossbred: and this is ac- copied by many as vldenea that a
some use."
And the ingenious citizen dodged rec ession Is more p rnbable than fur- had jict ther advances. The London sales will
a huge June bug which
knocked over a couple of policemen, open Tuesday and though these are
d weakness as
of indi
and wended his way down the Street no
yet. the declines nl Antwerp ure ex- peeled to have sorn inlluence upon
BASE BALL
Boston, dealers,
the Kngllsh markei
however, have been Imylng conserva
lively
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
for some time and at prices
R ii
which bring the scoured cost far abOVt
At. Chicago
0
6
the market, the buyers claiming the
Chicago
2
8
cost to be BSrii 'O cents, while others
Boston
iting
Instances
Batteries Overall and Kling; Pflcf- say 70t?i 80 cents.
where 77 cents was the scoured cost
fer and O'Neill.
I!
In
Boston,
prevailing
condiH.
under
At St. LoUlS
r,
1
tions manufacturers are not expected
St. Louis
fi
Io buy freely, especlaly as the light't
Philadelphia
Murphy. weight season Is nol yel fully opened,
and
Batteries Tiro wn
though such goods
have been open,
Sparks and Dooln.
In BosI!. II- E. ed have met with a fair sale.
At IMttxIjiirg
3 ton the week has been quiet, partly
6 12
Pittsburg
2 owing to the holiday ind partly to the
7 14
Hrooklyn
Batteries
Mcllven, Phlllppl nnd limited selections offering, new good"
Pelts; Bcanlon, Btrlckletl ami Berger. arriving very slowly. There was conIt. II. E. siderable inquiry and some new halt"
At Cincinnati
!
blood Utah wool sold at
6
27ifi2X
Cincinnati
cents, and various lots of old and new
2
New York
ruling
quot.iiions.
A
wools
at
few old
MatSchlel:
Batteries Wicker and
prices
thewson. Ames, Marshall and I! iwer- - fleece wools have sold, hut nt Quality
varying with the condition and
man.
of the lots.
In the west, Utah ami
Nevada are well clc ined up; Texas and
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
very quiet, sales still go.
are
E.
II.
California
Ii.
At Washington
In Idaho, some
? ing on in Oregon.
s 11
Washington
2 wool has been Bold recently at 18 fir
4 13
Detroit
Waki .field; 1!) cents for average ami 20W21 cents
Batteries Smith and
for choice. The only business of note
Donohue and Warner.
In Wyoming has been ihe sale of the
R.
At Boston
Empire clip at a price variously refi
cago
ported at from 24 to 24 c. As Mon1
B
Boston
tana la the most Important of thO terBatteries Walsh and Sullivan;
ritory wool states, in ices there are beTannehlll and ArmbruSter.
ing watched with much interest, a reY
LoUlS-NeAt New York-St- .
cent sale being reported at 23 Vi cents,
game postponed on account of ram.
With a little Wyoming wool being sold
e
At
'leveland
postponed on account of at Billings, Mont., atnow18 cents. Sales
phis
at Great Falls are
going on. In
rain.
Idaho, clips have been cleaned up at
price! far above the prevailing BosWESTERN LEAGUE
Heavy rains are said
Ii II. B. ton quotations.
At Lincoln
to
have Improved the quality of the
2
3 10
Lincoln
0 Montana clips, making them so much
7
2
Des Moines
Zlnran; lighter that their condition may have
and
Batteries Zackert
considerable hcarlnc on future prices.
Manske ami Towns.
Tí. II. T". In Ihe fleece wool sections mailers ara
At Pueblo
3
I i very quiet, Boston d ailers not displaynenvcr
much Interest, as growers are no
in ' ing
Pueblo
Wiegart: willing (Ó modify their demands.
Paige
and
Batteries
Stlmmel ami Bhrant
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT
R. Tl li
At Sioux City
DECIDES AGAINST WOOL MEN
4
3 10
Sioux City
Boston, July 10. The decision ot
11 '2
Omaha
ami Pre eso; the board of general appraisers in the
Batteries Williams
Case of Btone & Downer, the
wool
Corns and Gondllñg.
Importers vs. the Culled Slates that
mixing
to
wools
secure
a
rate
ASSOCIATION.
lower
AMERICAN
of duly Subjects the wool to double
At Kansas City
duly, is upheld in a decision handed
Kansas City
down today by Judge Colt, In the
Columbus
United States circuit court. This was
At Minneapolis
a tesi case to determine the rights of
Minneapolis
the wool importers.
Louisville
i

im-0-

THE JAFFA

Is at-

W

I

MEXICO

NEW.

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROCERY COMP'Y

Moderate business
in new wools Is reported by the trad
do no appear
here. Manufacturéis
taxless) to consider large deals and
the growers look upon their attitude
as part of a plan to iiear prices. Ac-

ln

19nH.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

GROWERS SEEM WILLING TO
MEET

II.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

MARKET

(Continued rom Page 1. Column I.)
.loe WatCOtf Retains
Championship.
Urgi nt nci
the
of reform in the bu
Plosion. Mass., July 10. Joe Wal- - reaucracy, whi h he said is beyond his
CoR of Hostoll retained tnc welterconception of arbitrary power, and
weight championship of the world b also Hie suppression of arbitrary arknocking out Ja k Dougherty of Mi- rests ami the complete transformation
lwaukee In the eighth round at the of the personnel of the functionaries
Lincoln Athletic club in Chelsea to- who are committed to the old r.
night. Wall ott's famous ptini h, a lefl gime of abuses.
hand swing to the jaw, defeated
Hougherty. Up to the final round ot EMPEROR READY to THEAT
the bout Dougherty seemed to have
Willi M A.IOI I I V IN HOUSE
outpointed the colored boxer, although
St I', tersburg, July 10,
The re
Walcott showed no signs of punish- fusal of the constitutional democrats
ment. In the first round WalCOtl to participate, having rendered it
In
pent Dougherty to the mat twice.
llble to form a coalition ministry,
the eighth round one of Walcott'
the emperor and court in the face cf
Doughciught
hander.
left
swings, a
the ri:ing spirit of revolution In the
erty on the Jaw and the Milwaukee country and the constantly
extending
boy fell on his face.
f disaffection In the army,
, evident
He tried to rise and got to his knee-seems at last ready to turn to the conbefore the count was up, but he could stitutional democrats as the onlv
get no further.
means .,f pacifying the country, as
ibJ foreshadowed In an interview with
rillplnn Bumllt Surrenders.
T,'"l"'11'Negotiations looking to
trfiftn'
Manila, July 10. Montalon,
Wa form ilion ufa ministry compos "I
l.adrone leader, surrendered at Ta- - of nnstltutlnnal democrats were for
llsay on Julv 8, and was remoren io mallvNoneio d hut failed completely
OarltS for trial. The capture of
wing ro tin- Impossibility of the
leaves hut one 1idroiie leadet
democrats accepting the
Con
the
Chief
of
at large In Luzon.
At Milwaukee-Milwau- kee
conditions composed.
announe-ihas
Allen
General
afabular
that all outlaws must Hand trial. RKIIELLIOI a PEASANT8
Indianapolis
DEV VHTATE ESTA1
At St Paul
' United sinter Senator Wedded
Tarensk, Russia, July io. The ro- St. Paul
Manchester, Mass.. July 10. Mis tate ear this town of M. Purtiovo Toledi
Josephine Porter Boardman, daughternl former minister of the Interior, hns
Chicago Uve Stock.
Of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Hour lman.
been completely destroyed by the reWashington. D. C ami Winthrn,, Mm - bellious pe.l UltS.
Chicago, July 10. -- Cattle receipts.
and
to
I. "nil.
Market, steady. Common
ray Crane, United States senator
prime steers, f4.00OI.St; cows, 18.0
former governor of Massa. nuseftl CO! R'f M MM I l,
'QUITS
tcday.
were married here
A DM 1; l. ÜO.IIM VIASKY
94.50; heifers, I2.769$.2K; bulls.
Cmnstadt, July 10. Admiral Ro- - 2.7504.26; calves. tt.SOi fi.áO; stackfor WrccU Victim. I Jestvi nsk.v. w hose
Memorlnl
trial on the chart,' ers ami feeders, IS.7tfJ4.00.
London. Julv lOr Memori il ser vice of surrendering to the enemy aftoi
Sheep receipts, l.ooo; market.
vie
Canadian
and
to 10c higher. Sheep. I4.3S9
American
for the
Of the SI i of Japan began '
the
nattle
6. 40497.00;
shorn
tlms in the Salisbury railroad disasJuly 4. was acquitted
today t!.2á: yearlings.
here
calimbs. lf.4O04i.OO.
ter July 1. took place at St. Paul's
tOrpediO boat des
Officers
of
Four
the
of
thedral today In the presenceAmbas-eadow ho
trover Hedo
were placed oi
r
Kansas City Mo Slock.
large congregation. Including
tia with the admiral
were found
Kansas City. July 10. Cattle reWhltelaw Held and tile staff oi guilty of haylngpremedltatedlysurreti-oarin- g
11,010: market, strong. Native
ceipts,
the American embassy.
tin- Bedovl, and were condem'isteers, f 4.00 fit 6.10; southern steers,
by
Sd
shooting.
OH
l"
But
death
fS.0O9f.00j southern cows. $''.noir
Ijilsir Trouble, in ( lih ugo.
of the
extenuating
clrcuni- - f.10; native cows and heifers. tl'.OO'o
A (lurry of la- I
Chicago. July 10
i
stances,
be
will
the
reiiie.st-emtieror
feeders, $ L'. .".' ri
iy upon 'to cummutc
bor troubles broke In ycM.-rthe sentences to dismissal 5,100; StOCken and
an unusually peaceful summer. ThS from the service and to be deprived ot 4.3.'; bulls, f2.2fOt.2t; western fed
fS.t09f.7t; western fed COWs,
emenl workers' strike swelled beyond certain tights Utey would otherwise Steers, n.oo.
fS.ttfl
nil calculations, Involving 2.200 men enjoy.
0.000;
markei.
Sheep receipts,
sidewalks
employed in constructing
Rniestrensk) Wfts Not Responsible, steady.
Muttons,
ff.00
9 0.2t; f iambs.
and the concrete walls In buildings.
July 10. The ful! fi.7f97.OO; range wethers,
St Petersburg.
0 1
report of the court martial shows that 0.5; fed ewes. $4.50 5.50.
Brasil id duces Tariff.
was
Admiral Rojestveneky
acoultted
10.
Secretary on
Washington. July
t lie. ground that he was noi In nil
Chicago Board of Trade,
Hoot's proposed visit to South America full senses and therefore not accountChicago,
July 10. Active scllini
has begun to bear fruit. Brazil litis
transpired
able
time
what
for
at
the
causad by excellent condition of the
just announced a new tariff which re- of the Surrender. The recommendaAmerican wheat crop as indicated by
duce the duty on flour and many othfor mercy In the case of the con- ihe government crop report caused a
er American exports twenty pel --de-iii- tions
victed officers were based on physical weak close today in the local wheal
onrl Is designed to promote the
mental demoralisation produced by market, final quotations on the Sepvelopment of commercial exchange be- - ami
the long voyage and tin hock of th,, tember delivery being off tye. Septween I his country and Brazil.
disaster in the b it If. Th y were al i tember wheat opened at 77 7ie, sold up
The
orsdited with a lesln Io ave the life to TSOc, and de lined to
lose was at
September corn
I o
of Admiral Rojestvensky
PENNY AUDITORIUM
c to 62 Vic, sold up
opened at 52
MITIN Y I oi. i.ous ATTEMPT
and declined to fSC, The
5SH9C,
MilM RKGIMBN I' los,- was at the lowest point.
TO DISARM c
Tambov. Central Itussia, July 10
oats opened at 3 44 fn 7iiC. sold
WILL BE OPENED
A mutiny followed by a serious light between Sift h 3.r.
and closed at
has broken out among the troons 34 ',i ftC,
forming the garrison here, due to a i
V
TOMORROW NIGHT attempt of the military authorities til TRV A GLASS OF MUNCITENER-MO- F
HUM BEER AT THE WHITE
arrest and disarm the Seventh Reserve
tf
cavalry, who "struck.'' presenting a se- ELEPHANT.
political
s.
of
and
rvlcs demands.
ries
Mr. P. M. Davis, manager of the
For prompt ami courteous treatment
a great rellg
Taking
of
advalitake
at 210 South lous procession today, the aulhoilti
penny Auditorium"
anil the very choicest of meats you mill
Second street, Informs the Morning sent the reglmi nl to escorl the
make no nlsMSW by ciilllim on Emll
s
will
hot
esabllshment
Kb lmvort. 112 North Third street, or
Journal that the
and preset ve ortler. and
tomorrow
until
nubile
the
be ready for
In the absence of the bulk 01 o lí plumlne your order In.
venlng nt T o'clock. The room Is a the regiment, to arrest the men relarge one and s peep Into It by a re- maining in the barracks ami stationed
GOOD COLD BOOT BEER
porter yesterday showed that it is at the railroad station. The regimen:, VI
ILTON'8 Dltl'G STORE
lined slong Its whole length with tho on heating of the action left the pn
machines cession and galloped to the resuce if
msnrelous
The very lct Of HumiaM city href
which are the si me of modern Inven- their compades, firing as they rode. anil mutton al I anil Klcimvort's. 112
evening
ther"
tive genius. Tomorrow
They cut their way through Ihe other North Third Htrcet.
will be a free entrtalnment especlallv troops to the barracks where they
me.
In
which
STAGE TO
children
SPRINGS.
for ladles and
themselves and beat off the rechanlca! pianos, moving picture ma peated attacks
loyal
troops.
of
the
underalgned
machines, pho.
The
Is
prepared
to
chines,
Shots could still he heard at 7 to- make trlim to and from the
nogrsphs and everything imaginable night.
celebrated
of
detachment
Seventh
The
the
JEMEZ 1K)T
Any Inforvill play a port.
Station cul the tele- mation denlred SPRINGS.
Mr. Davis has decided to call hl at Ihe railway
can be secured from
semaphore
graph
wires
and
and
InH. Moore, No. 113 West Railidier the "Penny Auditorium."
out there. An officer of the Georne
road avenue.
stead of the "Penny Arcadr." and he holding
corps
commanding
and
the
railroad
tin.
Intends to furnish amusement of
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
u sergennt of the Seventh
most satisfactory kind to all comer. officer and
to
reported
been
have
are
cavalry
In
lilting
spamd
been
not
yon
need
If .
a cnrtcntcr. telephone
Espenne has
wounded. The llcwu-ldcnup the new pla- e which Is to be on killed, while manyupwere
Auto. Plume 580.
In n panic and BS
broke
procession
In
southkind
the
the
of
best
of ths
KRESn CIT I I
west. The very best class of patron-ng- e this dispatch Is filed the population Is
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"THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET"
was all well enough In Its- way, but It
wouldn't work In town or city nowadays. Modem plumhliiK takes it's place
and fills It better If the plumbing has

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works
It. P. HALL. Proprietor

T

been done properly. That's where we
come In Strong UinTs why we confidently claim at least a share of your
custom. May we have it?

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Gratn
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining ani
Mlllln- - Machinery in Our Specialty

FOUNDRY
The Metals.
New York. July 10. Copper
declined fis in London, to Sl 2s 6d foi East Side Railroad Track. Albnauerqne
spot anil SO 2s Sd for futures. Locally the market remained dull and nominal with lake quoted at S S.50 fi
111.00; electrolytic, SHU 2
ft 8.62
Do Your
anil casting at $ I K.OOfi' S.2-rLead
was 1s 2d lower at 16 6s 3d In the
Kngllsh market.
Locally if was
SI f5.7S0titS.
Spelter was

We

1

Eyes Tiouule You?

unchanged

.

both markets, closing u
In the local market,
and at 26 17s 6d In London. Silver.
66c.
Mexican dollars, 5014c
St. Louis Wool.
St. Imls, July 10. Wool market,
uteady; unchanged.
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E. MAUGER

WOOL
Mauger
Avery
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Boston
West Gold Avenue Albuquerque

EXAMINE THEM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Filled GuarNo
anteed Absolutely Correct.
Guessing Scientific Methods
I

ONLY USED.

C.H. CARNES, O.D.
Graduate OiitlclAn

With U.

Y

a now

114

It. R. Are.

1

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone S71
413 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerane

1

1

carry the Finest Line ef
Oarden Hose In the City.

REFORM BIFOCUDS
COMBINES

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS.
NOTHING TO I IKE. a It
APAKT OK INTERFEkiE

WITH THE
SIOHT.

mi

.MANUFACTURED BY Tilt
bEBBER OPTICAL CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
N.MEX.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
their train ahead of the former and
things became very exciting which re
sulted In a race between the two railroads and the Milwaukee won out by
defeating the other road which used
their train and the former used a
sleigh and horses which could run
faster than the train.
Mr. Smith, while eighty-on- e
years
old, is very hale and hearty and seems
to be as strong as the average man
when they reach the aje of sixty
years, and he thinks that he will reach
the century mark before he Is called
to make his last trip. While he was
employed on the Santa Fe in 1893
there were three generations of the
family employed on the system. Asher Smith and his son B. E. Smith were
running out of Emporia and Topek
respectively, and E. E. Smith,
a
grandson and son of B. E. Smith, was
firing out of Topeka and is now an
engineer here.

ENGINEER

INTHEWDRLDSTILL

MIE

AND HEARTY

teher Smith

Rao

Locomo-

tive in 1849

SHORT OF BRAKEMEN
TELLS

OF

ON

PRIMITIVE

Hi

Edward Wilder, for many years treasurer of the Santa Fe, was until the
time of his death a member of the
board of direoors of the Bank of Topeka. After his death W. H. Davis,
of the firm of Parkhurst & Davis, was
elected to the vacancy.
"There is enough Santa Fe business
here for more than one bank." said
Treasurer E. L. Copeland of the Santa
Fe yesterday afternoon.
"The new
shops will increase our business here
and make our monthly pay rolls much
heavier. We anticipate a considerable
increase in the number of employes it
the city and in the pay roll here. The
Merchants' National will handle out-pachecks, which will be made payable at either that bank or the Bank
of Toneka.
"We will immediately open an account at the Merchants' National
bank. We will carry a balance there
that we have formerly kept at Kansas
City, which means that the Santa Fe
will carry a much larger balance In To.
peka. All the vouchers and checks in
this section will be made payabfe at
the Merchants' National bank. The
new depository will give the Santa Fe
a larger Interest In the banking business In Topeka.
"The yearly volume of business of
the Santa Fe and the Bank of Topeka
amounts to about $1', 500, 000," continued Mr. Copeland. "The volume of
the Bank of Topeka business will not
be affected, as the Santa Fe will continue to carry about the same balance
there as formerly. Our relations with
the Bank of Topeka have always been
friendly. Of course it is impossible to
accurately estimate the volume or
business that will be transacted annually through the Merchants' National, but it will be large."
Although he did not say so in so
many words. Mr. Copeland' seemed to
think that the yearly volume of business with the Merchants' National
will be almost as large as it has been
with the Hank of Topeka.
The importance of this step of the
Santa Fe cannot be overestimated. It
will greatly Increase the business of
the Merchants' National and at the
same time will not affect the Bank or
Topeka. The money which will be
carried in the Merchants' National will
be almost entirely drawn from Kansas City, where it has been carried
for some time. It will increase the
banking business of Topeka and tho
bank clearings here. It will probably
result In smaller banks over the state
which transact considerable Santa Ke
business, clearing through the Merchants' National instead of through
Kansas City banking houses as they
have done heretofore.
It will result
in making Topeka more than eveh
the banking and financial center of

MORNING

JOURNAL.

Coughed Fp a Tack.
Phoenix has a man who swallow.
a tack about nine years ago. That Is.
he hid a tack in his mouth and 1;
disappeared down his throat, and took
up its abode In one of his lungs. From
that time on down to the present the
man with a tack has coughed and
coughed In an effort to get the bit
of iron out of his system, but had no
success until a couple of days slnce.
when. during a aeverc spell, It flew
from his mouth. The tack was not
much the worse for its long seclusion
from the light of day. it bad rusted
but little in all that time, which is
probably accounted for by the fact
that its owner remained in Arizona
and continually breathed the dry atmosphere of this climate.
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Surprised People!

f

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're well aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
schemer cr some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perl aps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargainst and our goods just as we represent

AT

CATAWB

ICK.

Reports from Douglas Indicate that
MEYERS & CO. SOLE
unusually heavy summer traffic ove;-thAGENTS. 116 W. SILVER AVENFE.
RAILROADING IN EARLY DAYS
Southwestern has caused a scarcity of available brakemen on the
STOP AT THE WHITE ELEwestern pari of the line. Much of this
PHANT OX VOI R WAV HOME A M
Is
traffic
said to be caused by shipTRY A GLASS OF Ml'NCHENEK-HOTrainmen Frequently Got out and ments of building materials
to San
BHAl BEER.
if
Francisco and other Pacific coast
Chopped Wood in Forest to
points, while at the same time tho
Notice of Sale of Chattels Under
Usual
shipments have been very
Chattel Mortgage.
heavy.
Feed the Locomotive.
Whereas, Walter H. West, on the 11th
Trainmaster Bonorden, with headday of May. 1906, by his certain chatquarters at Douglas, is said to be seekBoys'
price 50c, reduced to 25c.
tel mortgage of that date conveyed to
ing all the men he can get at salarie
(Topeka Capital.)
The
comrunning from $85 to $l:5 a month.
Special line
25c;
Sailor
Caps
pany.
25c.
Asher Smith, who is In Topeka visitThere appears to be no shortage on
Three No. 1
regulation
ing his son, U. K. timlth, wQO followed the eastern division.
bowling
alleys,
All
complete, including
Suits, 25 per cent off.
in the footstepw of his father and Is a,
bowling bed, foundation gutters, pit
MOTOR CAR PROVES
railroad engineer, Is the oldest enand
approach;
retwo
also
divisions,
PAHA UK IX LOS ANGELES
Special reduction of 15 per cent on
and Valises.
turn chutes, three leather cushions,
gineer In the United States.
The Los Angeles Times says: "There
three pit mats, three improved score
Asher Smith began running an en- is rejoicing in the local shops of the
registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
gine In 1846 at Savage, Maryland, on Southern Pacific, and in the operating
bowling balls, one set (S) Perfection
the Mount Savage & Cumberland rail- department over the order transfer-rin- g
reflectors, uno alley brush, one gutroad, where he remained until 1851.
the big red "hoodoo" gasolina
ter
brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
During his career on that sytem the motor car from Los Angeles to Sacrawith cushion for same: which said
engines were very light and did no: mento.
property is now located in the storeweigh more than twenty tuns. The
The big car, which came here sevroom at No. 118 West Gold avenue, in
track at that ime was of Iron rails eral months ago, fresh from the shops
the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and the ties that were used were cut at Omaha to be tried out in the suband which said mortgage was tiled roi
from small trees and not hewed as tho urban service of the Southern Paolo
record on the 12th day of May, 1906.
ties of the present day and the fast as a possibly deadly rival of the troland recorded in Book "F" of Chattel
passenger trains were not allowed to ley cars, failed entirely to give satisMortgages,
page 330, in the office ot
run more than ten miles per hour,
faction on any run upon which it
the probate clerk and
reSavajra was placed experimentally.
After leavinir the Mount
corder of Bernalillo county, New Mexroad he went to Fort Dearborn, which
The car was sent out repeatedly In
ico, to secure the payment to the said
1b now Chicago, and
began running attempted local service, but developed
The
comfrom there to Elgin, Illinois, on which such a penchant for laying down
pany Of the sum of $1,252. togethei
wis called the Chicago & Galena and somewhere miles from a station and
with Interest thereon at eight per cent
is now a part of the Northwestern aya- - demanding the services of a switch enper annum, evidenced by sixteen
tern. He. remained there but a short gine to tow It in, that all persons conpromissory notC3 of said date, three
time and during the same year lie nected with its operation here befor $100, each payable July 1st, Auwent to Milwaukee, where he took a came heartily sick of it.
gust 1st and September 1st, 1906, reposition as an engineer on the MilThe end came a few days ago when
spectively; twelve notes for $75 each,
It has come and wo were never
waukee & Mississippi, which has the car rammed a suburban locomo.
payable tho first day of each following
bettor able to entertain It.
since been bought up by the North- five in the Arcade station. With that Ku nsas.
consecutive month there, ni. r and one
western system. On the railroad the last bad break the operating officials
Treat your throat at
FIGURE WITH ITS
note for $52. payable October 1, 1906;
.
rails used were long hewed plank with decided that It was not a safe animal
REAPING BENEFIT
our beautiful fountain.
And whereas, by said chattel mortan iron strip nailed on the top for the to allowed the liberty of the yards,
10
lt
and were delighted to see it ordered From me Experience of Albiiqnerqut gage it was provided that in case
wheels to tread on.
should be made in the payment
During his st;iy with the M. & M. northward.
People.
any
or
of
or
ot
notes
of
said
either
anv
an engine was built in the company's
While not condemning the gasoline!
We are fjrtunate Indeed to be abk part thereof, or the Interest thereof,
shops that weighed about five hundred motor car in theory and in the sur-- 1
of out on the day or days on which the same
cess
with which it lias met in practice to profit by the experience
pounds over the ten ton limit, and it
The public utterances of should become due and payable, then
was held in the shop at Milwaukee elsewhere, those who have had to do neighbors.
residents on the follow- all of the said notes, both principal
until the track could be made heavier, with this car here declare that this Albuquerque
particular vehicle is not what its ing Subject will interest and benefit and Interest, should at once become
which required about six months.
thousands of our readers. Read this due and payable.
"The engines used on that road type Is cracked up to be.
NEW- And whereas sold Walter H. West
statement. 'TIs emphatic and convincat
at
were called tho John Bull engine,"
has failed to pay the said promissory
ing. No better proof can be had.
said Mr. Smith. "Railroading at that SANTA FE ESTABLISHES
O'HIELLVS SPECIAL
C. G. Lott, for ten years
station note of $100, payable July 1. 906, anil
TWO DEPOSITORIES IN TOPEKA
time was in its primitive stage in the
The
master in Albuquerque, now retired said mortgagee,
west and the engine men and trainOn account of the enlargement of from active cares of life, residence 315
AMJEIUCAN HEAUTY
company, has elected
men were required to suffer groat the Santa Fe shops In Topeka and the
declare all of said notes as due and
hardships during the long and severe consequent increased number of em- North Arno street, says: "I had at- to
CTIEHHY SISTEHS
of backache stretching over a payable under the terms of said mortwinters. All the engines at that time ployes who will cash their pay check!, tacks
gage, and the same are now in default
years.
period
three
of
them
of
One
sometimes
as
fuel,
wood
and
used
:
here the Santa Fe has decided to esshortly before Doan's Kidney for
when delayed on the road they would tablish two depositories for Its money occurred
Notice Is hereby given that the unALBUQUERQUE
Corner tirsr Street and Copptr Avenue.
NEW MEXICO
Pills came to my notice and I went to
to in Topeka, says
e
run out of wood and would
the Capital. The
a prominent druggist for a box. I dersigned, The Urunsw
stop the train long enough to go to
of the road have selected the knew the cause of my trouble arose
company, as mortgagee of said
the timber and chop enough to take Merchants' National
as a second from imperfect action of the kldneyi above described property, has taken
the train to the next fuel station. In depository for Santa bank
ToFe
in
because of the behavior of the kidney possession of the same under said
some instances while the weather was peka, and from now on funds
railroad secretions and their condition fully mortgage, and will on Friday, the
severe a train would get stuck In a will carry a balance In thattheInstitution
proved it, hut what to do to check the 10th day of August, 1906. at the hour
enow dtttt and it would require someand conduct a considerable part of its trouhle was a mystery. Doan's Kid- of 10 o'clock a. m.i of said day, at the
times weeks before the snow could be business
through it.
ney Pills effectively stopped the diffi- store-roonumbered Its West Gold
remnvitd and the engine taken out.
many years the Rank of Topeka culty. If every one In Albuquerque avenue in the city of Albuquerque,
"During the year of 1851 I left Mil- hasForbeen the only official
Santa Fe
receives the great benefit I did from Now Mexico, offer for Vale and sell to
ana
waukee tm account of
in Topeka.
sometime the that remedy, kidney complaint, back- the highest bidder for cash tho above W. L.
CO
came to Kansas. At that time the officials of the Santa For
Fe have contem- ache and trouble with the kidney se- described property for the
ot
western terminal of the railroads was plated establishing another
Topeka
will cease to exist In this vi- paying off and satisfying the notes LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER
cretions
the
near Springfield, Missouri, and
depository to take care of the Increas- cinity."
and Indebtedness secured to bo paid
STADLES
trip from there west had to be made ed Santa Fe business.
The StockholdFor sale by all dealers. Price TO bv said chattel mortgage.
on foot or In a wagon. This section er! of the Merchants' National
n
N.
Co.,
Buffalo,
BRUNSWICK-BAL- K
cents.
the
at
ILLENTJER
of the country at that time was very last meeting elected E. L. Copcland Y., sole agents for the United States.
rirst Class Turnouts at Reason
CO.
wild and inhabited mostly by Indiana treasurer of the Santa Fe and a stockable Rates.
By
L.
name
Doan's
and
the
E.
MKDLKI!.
Remember
and border ruffians and the territory holder in the bank, to its directorship. take no other.
AUTOMATIC PHONE 292
Old Phone 2 COLORADO PHONE, BIK 93
122.
New
Phone
Atty.
Mortgagee.
for
was governed by the gun and lynch
danlaws and the result was usually
gerous to those who were thought to
he guilty of disorder or against the
general feeling of the people.
r "When I first came to Kansas In
1859 I settled on a farm near what is
now Melyern, Kusnsas, or about eighty miles west of Kansas City, and on
this farm have made my homo up to
the present time. I left the farm in
1866 and ran a sawmill in Leavenworth and Douglas counties and made
Albuquerque's
and Best Store
lumlr which was used to build the
most of the buildings that were in
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
Lawrence and Leavenworth at that
time.'
Mr. Smith was in Lawrence during
the Quantrell raid and escaped unln
Jured to the outskirts of the town and
to the destruction
was án
of the city. After these advanturcs
he had recovered his health and the
desire to return to railroading again
and accepted a position on the Santa
Fe at Emporia In 1878 where he remained until 1903 when lie retired
factory by clean
you would have to pay for the materials. All made in a
at Prices less
Boon to Mothers!
from service and spent the remainder
of the time on his farm and traveling
American women. Seams felled and some double stitched. Look at the illustrations and the prices. We give them exactly like these illustrated.
over the country visiting witn-ni- s
to fit children from Í to 14
In this assortment will be found
When he accepted a position on the
Santa Fe the standard wages were
sixty dollars per month for an enyears of age. All good muslin. All well made. We will also place on
gineer, fifty dollars for a conductor
hihi iniiiy-iiv- o
uonais im urvuiw
sale a big lot of Drawers and Corset Covers, just received, at prices less
and brakemen. At tho present day
the
the wages are more than double pay
you can buy the material to make them of, from 19c each and up
figure and the standard engineer's
G
Is about three times this amount.
em
years
early
his
of
During the
ployment on the Santa Fe the trains
were equipped with a speed recorder
that was called at that time a "dutch
clock." This dutch clock showed the
peed of the train over the entire division by means of a tape that unrolled
as the train was running and worked
similar to the speed recording tapes
The freight
of the modern times.
trains were not allowed to exceed fifteen miles per hour and the passenger
trains were limited to twenty-fiv- e
cu
(III
miles. When this speed was known to
have been exceeded an explanation
would have to be made at the end of
the trip.
A few years after this II. U. Nieker-ao- n
was appointed as superintendent,
and the dutch clock wus dispensed
with.
.
While Smith was employed on the
Hackney,
Milwaukee & Mississippi
508
701
110
who was afterwards superintendent of
(51
motive power on the Santa Fe, was
working In the shops as a machinist.
S. F. Merrill, who was employed as a
section foreman at tha time, afterwards became a passenger conductor
on the Great Western system, where
131
he remained until retirement on acun
y
605
135
count of old age.
W. H. Strong, who afterwards became president of the Santa Fe, was
!
rhen agent at Milwaukee, and was
paid a salary of thirty dollnrs per
month. E. D. Urown was employed an
a fireman and afterwards was general manager of the Michigan Central,
and orte of the leading railroad men or
the country.
C. B. . Page, who recently retired
from runnlg an engine here on the
Santa Fe was employed as a fireman
and seyeral times fired for Mr. HThlth.
When Mr. Pnges retired from ths
Ha ntniFe he ranked well up as one of
'
the olflest men on the system.
Whtn the Milwaukee and Mississip702
IM
700
lis
k
pi wot building their road from
lo Waukesha, Wis., anothe
road was hghtlmc them for the right
IWIIK INDINO JUL. 14
of way. The other road tried to run
E
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TWENTY-SIXT- H

NEAR SITE OF JAMESTOWN

EXPOSITION

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

On

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September

17

to 22, inclusive,

Fairs for a

as

1906

'EIB

Quarter
of a

"I

Century
a

'S

but
nothing

I
a

man-of-w-

i

ed

1

3:18.
2:30
3:13
2:00

Pace.

Sui "burg's Grain Plug Cut Tobacco Stake

trot.

Carnation Cream Stake
Moet .v Chandon's White Seal Champagne
Mitchell Wagon stake

Face.
Pace.

i

i.

$10.000

11.000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

Stake

Pui ses for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

$ 1,500
$ l,OOQ

CARNIVAL TO REIGN AL L THE TIME
lora

decree, ordering the sale of
to satisfy, pay off and'
the iñiiebtednesá evidenced I
by said note, and also the attorney SI
fees therein provided to be paid, and
also for costs of suit; and that an or- der for service by publication has
been made In .said cause,
You are further notified that unios.

and

June, 1906, executed by William
Harper and Lou Harper, ins wife, to
J, F. Haliourt. Trustee, recordé, in
Vol. 12. page 1Ü7 of the records in
Bernalillo county, upon lot is In
blocs No. fifteen (16) of the New
Mexico Town Company addition to the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, given to secure the payment of said note,

of

said property

N. M.

--

exec-utor-

,

e,

e.

Be-Te- n,

m

Boar

II.

FOR SALE Soda fountain. T. 3.
Tonham.
d
FOR SALE New and
hue--'e-s
at Albuuuerqüe farrtjfp 0- FOIl RENT.
POR RENT Fu '.íhcil front room
Willi bath.
414 N. Fourth st.
113
FOR R I0NT .Rooms and board "ion
N. Twelfth B
J2j!
' . r.
Ft R i".r.
- r.i' uniisiicit rooms for
.
houses eping, $S up. 417 W. Silver av
1 iR KENT
Sheen ran ire to lease.
" e grass, unfailing water, patented
lanas; located in Sierra county. Ad
dress c. C. Miller, llillsboro, New
:

Mexico.

"pfTTiir,VvTmf.
gust

LOST.
At Traction park Fourth at
July, diamond ring with three stones,
two diamonds and ruby In center. Finder will receive suitable reward by returning to Wm. Hall, Traction park, or
Morning Journal office.
LOST Last Sunday evening, lady's
earring made of gold com, ,.izc of
$2.50 gold piece. Leave at Mo.. ling
Journal Office and receive reward.
COST

--

APIORNETS.

R. W. dT BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office In First Nattoi.a! bank

IJbrmjiejueN

A

build-In-

M;

PHYSICIANS.'
DR. R. L. HUBT- -

r

"'

& I' MV"0,

' .::""!". 11
mam era- l"i woonnH
i'.n,,,,t- unci cy niiectriei
f'lirrenl
cide. Treat men Is siven from X p. m tn
4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Koth 'phones.
DR. J. H. WROTH

Physician and Surgeon.
A Mm a uerque.
N. M
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeonuthlc.
Physician and Surtreon.
Koom 17 Whiting Block,
DR. W. G. SI

I

A

DRACH

Practice Limited
Eve. Ear. Nose. Throat.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 813
W. Railroad av.
Hours
to 12 a. m., 1.30 to 6 p. m.
DEMISTS.
UK. J. E. KRAFT
Denial Snrireon.
Itooms 15 and (i Orant Block, over
c,m"allv'
Automatic Phone "!Vl0?V
154.
Colorólo.
"
'
T
A I f1l?ll
T
c
'offices: Arlirilio block.' opposite QoN
N, Second si.
tfiden Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
12 SO ti. m.: 1:20 to 6 d. m. Auto-matFOR RENT
lorn
Furnished
tidenhone 462.
Anointments
bouse; also furnished rooms, inquire made by
mall.
after f, o'clock at f, 4 VV. Coal
if
único Closed I mil July 2:i.
FOR RUNT
room
for DR. L. E. ERV1N
Wool, furniture, etc.
htlfldinff
Dentist.
R. W. Fee. r.L'ii S. Hnennil st
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 ami 22. Whitlnsr block, ever
FOR RENT
.Moilein fnrnlsbe.l
Learnard and Llncicmann.
rooms. r.l)(l South Second St., upstairs
W. V. Futrelle.
ARCHITECTS.
tf ,
''. W. SPIJNCUII
FOR REN j."
Pleasant furnished V. O. WALLINGFORD
rooms a HI 5 S. Third st. '
f
Architects.
FOR RENT Furnished roomsTljv Rooms 46 and 7. 3arnett Bulldlns
Hoth P h on es.
Ihe dav. week or month, also rooms
for lieht housekeeiiinc.
Mrs.
Eva
CIVIL ENlilNEEHJs.
Flamlnir. lilt West Lend ave.
tf J.
ft. PARWELL
WAM i ;p.
Civil Engineer,
r.oom
28, N. T. Armlio hnllrtln.
WANTfeD
To rent
room 'houi
'..?iu
luo adults: no HcknSsM. Addrei
UNDERTAKEitS.
L
Journal.
A. HORDE RS
City Undertaker.
BAKEK1E8,
Black or white hearse, 15.00.
BREAD, PIES AND CAKES
Clllh Hulldlng, Auto telephone
to ttnv nnrt of tho clt7, wed-din- e
cakes a apeclalty; satisfaction 316; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque!
guaranteed,
Hailing.
S. N.
Pioneer 'ew afaxlc
Bakery. 207 South Fir'-- street.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1021.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, United ft sal
and Loans,
States Land Office.
Santa Pe, N. II., .Tunc fi, Hinr..
Fire
Insurance,
Notice Is hereby Riven that tho folloSurety Bonds.
wing-named
claimant has tiled mítico
of his Intention to make final proof In
2I2V4 Soiiih Reoond street.
support of his claim under sections ii
Automatic 'Phone 328.
LOR SALE.
and 17 of the act of March :!. ISA!
SOI).
11.
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
frame, bath, elecfrlo
lights,
.1
lot
1
S0X142,
;t
s
In Highlands,
act of February 21,
(27 stats,
2,(in(i
cottage, good
brick
470), and Ibat said proof will be made
cellar, baMI, etc., S. Edith street.
before United States court commls-Blone- r 12,100
brick cottage, well
., on the
at Ban Rafael, N.
built, N. BlgUth street.
161b day of July. IÍI06, Vis!
Matls 14.000
Two good houses, 5 lots,
Concha for Hie small holdtn claim
shade trees, room for two more
Mo, 16J1, situated in See. 25, T 10 N,
bouses;
close in; N. Sixth street.
It. 7 W.
12.250
modern adobe, well
He names the following witnesses fe,
built, nicely finished, large grounds,
prove his actual OODtlnUOUS
adverse
flood
outbuildings,
trees und shrubposases Ion of said tract for twenty
bery.
years next preceding Hie survey of the 13,000- - Eouth ward.
cement
h
township, viz: Oainie Leeds, of
dwelling, bath. etc. close In.
N. M, Joscclto Ross, of
012.20frame dwelling, oa
0. M. William Paisano, of lAgBha, N.
corner close In, lot 75x142. fine
It., and .Martin Luther, of Luuna,
shade trees.
N. M.
A Une phiue of business property
for
Any person who desires to protest
sale.
BgalBSt the allowance of said proof, or Some good ranches fer
sale close te
Who knows of any Substantial reas m
city.
under the laws and regulations of the 12,600
brlrk cottage, bath,
interior department why such proof
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
142: N. Second si reel
should not bo allowed will he Klven an
.10011.
I
fruma navr
opportunity at tho
bnrn,
e
shade trees, :!ty water, high loca-battltno and place to
the
pon,
ofto
witnesses of said claimant, and
frame cottage,
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- 12,000
etc.; S. Arno street.
mitted by claimant.
11,100
frame cottage. bath,
MANUEL R. OTHRO, Register.
íceme llgniS, rlo.ie In.
4 double houses,
16,500
close In. InSTORAGE.
come ISO per month; a good invest(.OINfJ AWAY THIS SUMMER?
ment.
Half
cash,
on time at
balance
Planoa, stoves, furniture, etc.. Mnrvd
8 per cent.
safely, Rates reasonable. Till'
13,300
brick, suitaWarehouse and Improvement
ble for rooming or boarding house
Co. Offh'CH. Urant lilocl. Ibith phones.
on Highlands.
12,600
frame, 'bath, electrl
lights, treos, shrubbery, lot 76x142,
Fourth ward.
11,300
frame, near shops.
FIRE INSURANCE
12,260
framo cottage; modSecretary Mutual Itulldlng Association
ern conveniences, trees and shrubbery, corner lot, 60x142.
$3,300
217 WEST RAILROAD AVBNHE.
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
Automatic 'Phono 721.
trees and lawn; line location. West
Tijeras road.
12,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8.
Dealers in
Arno st
GROCERIES. PROVISIONS. HAY. Money to Loan on Good Real Estala
EL.
AND
GRAIN
Ell
St. Low Unte
of lolrrenf
Fino Line nf I intoned wines. Llnuors
and Clears. Place Your Orders
MORV'NO JOURNAL
For This Line With Us.
.

r

lc

1

Stlin-.-.ir,- .

Sales! Everybody Cries Special Sales!
Yet withall,

the second week of the

Sale

Greenjag

opens up with bargains that are unparalleled

:

: : : :

5

Un

Com-rner-

7r
i0

ODD VESTS, WORTH UP TO

Vim

PAIRS OF SHOES, WORTH
from $.150 to $4.00 per pair, at

rflr OCA
LO)

$2.00

each, placed in this sale at

the richest bargains of this ail.
Here is your
an extra vest.
hance, We have over a hundred of them left
over, from suits, which we sell at BO cents each,
S
are out of 120.00 suits, worth It.OO, bill we
have no further use fur them. Take 'em at.. 50c

Tins

id

Hers, is a

niilii

need

Wo have

Here arc two

special tnducesnenl to Increase our shoo
e offer free 3t cents worth of hosiery Willi
Hade
i very
pair of Douglas simes sold during this sale,
As a

for you from tlic

rs

eye-opene-

) 71;
L,
iO

chance to get a good pair of shoes cheap.
about 250 pairs of mid shoes. They represent dress as well as Working shoes ami are a
bit; bargain,
Good make, ail sises, worth up to
14.50, We win put them out at. per pair. .. .2.75

is one

about a nice Fancy Vest? We have a full
tti
assortment and have about cul the price in two.
The little I. ecu tag docs the business.
ii Fancy Vesta, now
I.
All
U.90
All (4.60 "ancy Vests, now

a

."

m

-

:

i

..

ot

,

wa-1-

PROFESSIONAL.

I. near nostofflce.
Address bv
l.Min, ni.i
te
mall tin
ii
FOR RENT- .- Furnished lent. JS.00
per month. Apply 702 W. Coal.
If
FOR
RENT.
Three furnished
rooms with modern conveniences. 213
South Amo,
tf
Ft Ht R ENT.
Three
furnished
rooms for housekeeping
110 South
Broadway.
j1 3
POBt
KENT,
Three furnished
rooms with bath, close in. 10 John
si reel
tf
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. lllfi W. Coal.
you enter your appearance in said
FOR RENT 100-fostore room
cause on or before the 6th day of
on West Gold avenue. Address Box
tember, i:ur,, the plaintiffs win apply laft.Cjty,
f
to the court for (he relief demanded
FOR RENT- - Rooms for bous- in their complaint,
keeping. Corner of Sixth st. and Kail- W. E. DAME. Clerk.
(Seal)
road ava
B. L. MHJDLER, Attorney for Plffs.
posloflico address, Albuquerque,
rpR RENT Furnished room. 512
--

i

Horses.

MALE HELP WANTED.
Loans are miickly made and
AGENTS WANTED Bur money
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your made selling our trees. Write for
possession. Our rates are reasonable. terms Western Nursery Co., Denver,
Call and see us before borrowing.
Colo.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
stone, mason
WANTED First-clas- s
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
a first-claand
machinist. Inquire
3
end 4. Grant Bids.
Rooms
Abraham's
Employment
office, 120 W
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Sliver ave..
jn
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Kill. mud Avenue.
WANTED Two car repairers, 25
cents jer hour. Two ratchet setters
roitSALE.
family for Arizona. Inquire Abraham's Emgood
FOR PALE Two
jn
horses, two young saddle horses, one ployment office,
phaeton and harness, c. v. Hunter
WANTED Bright boy
over 15
J12 years of age to learn the bookbinding
corner Broadway and Copper.
trade. H. S. Lithgow & Co., Journal
Foil SALE -- Small ranch, close in; bldg,
2 adcdie houses at a bantam If sol.l
If
at mee. 12U S. Third st.
Two good Japanese
WANTED
ks want position for any class of
FOR BALK Railroad
ticket to cooking.
Address A. B. C. journal.
122U South Aruo
Chicago, Cheap.
street.
jll WANTED Laborers, native and
white, and nil trades supplied with
drop-hea- d
POR BALE Singer
Also domestic
Sewing machines. 3 and 4 O ran I bldg help on short notice.
servants. Abraham's Employment OfFOR SALE At a sacrifice, all my fice, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite resthoroughbred White Rocks and Minor taurant. 'Phone 379.
ca chicKens; also Homer pigeons. K.
FEMALE HELP W VNTED.
U
BIWOOO,
Eleventh st.
J13
WAXTKh
extra salespeople,
four-rooPOR SALE Modern
Apply Monday. B. Ilfelll & CO.
N. Twelfth it
house. T. B, (largan, r,
WANTED Girl for general houseFOR SALE, - Horse, buggy and har-ivwork. Apply from :i to 12 mornings,
ncss, cheap.
West Coal
tf S0! Copper avenue,
tf
FOR SALE A thoroughly reliable
WANTED
Saleswoman, young,
Light spring must
family driving horse.
be experienced, and be able to
buggy.
Call 417 apeak Spanish.
Also tiuggy pole.
Attractive salary to
South Wa'ter street.
jlz right person. Only
parties with nil
gasoline qualifications and capable need apply.
FOR SALE A
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer, Write and send references Immediate501 N. First at
if ly to the John Becker Company,
New Mexico.
FOR SALE Í2.70O will buy a nine-roobrick house, bath, cellar, elecA girl
WANTED
general housetric lights, lot 71x100, In Highlands, work. Apply ill 4 W.forRailroad
ave. tf
close in. Cement walk, shade, P, o.

i

Cowboy Relay Races Ladies' Halt .nilc Race
Maiiocnvcrs by United States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival 4ttraetion, with Twenty Big Shows on the Streets

I

.

Ors-ans-

five-hor-

a

Furses for Horse Races

1

pro-Visi-

H

Life This

I

irons and

C

i

I

-

i

ss

I

i

Pianos.

other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as 110.00 and as high as S200.00.
strictly
W.--

FAIR

ter-ce-

I

Money to Loan
Furniture.

TERRITORIAL

10 TERRITORIES

Boys' Department

cl

;

FLEISCHER

A.

Estate

two-stor-

fln-Is-

a,

Am

soil in Ihe -- toil-, aged a to l" years,
miIoc up tu sti.no. Ofeen Tagged at

Hoy- -'

Any pair of Hoys' Pauls, iw :t to 18 years, value
up in $1.35,
u Green Tagged M

45c

2.90
GREEN TAG SPECIALS

mm
The
Green Tu

ír

I

to

M 2...

cOer before

SI id
7."c

Green Tug
d

Shirts, no VI

l

ine Metvcriiod shin--

Working

,

I

now

fHiiiis, now

nl, Hinder,,

AMi OTIIEItS

While Shirts, now

KM

title

has
pro-Ve-

St on Working (ikives, now
BIN- -

The

now

11.00 Willie Plain

I

-

above-mentio-

cross-examin-

pair of Buys' ( ordUTO) Paul', worth up

u

more

successful
than

3

'

1,S9
15c
7,'m'

,Mc

a regular
price

puraltzer

a

NUMEROFS 'It) MENTION

ititM.

i

t0.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

APPLIES

Norfolk, Va July 10. RobsM
and history of the most strenuous
sort are combined in the history oil
Jean Latitte. a famous bucoannoft
who spent the last years of his life
in a house
stood where now rises
Public to Re Protected From the eastern that
wall of the Manufactures:
building of the Jamestown
tenuial exposition to be held on tin
Poison
shore of Hamilton Itoads near Norfolk in 107. A hundred yards to
the east his treasure chest, .ntain-tn- g
several hundred thousand dollars in ,old and Jewels, was dug up
UW COVERS DRUGS AS
from the shore of an adj enl inlet
after his death.
WELL AS FOOD AND DRINK
Jean lafitte, a pirate, slave trader,
soldier in the service of the United
Slates, naval officer in the service of
After January 1 next ft fdrlngcnt Carl igen and isl ol all gentleman
was born at
ill be in operation in of leisure at Norfolk,
i;, food law
Re mad-taw District or iinnimiw end it n Bordeaux, France in 1780.
of
Mauritius in
trip to the island
supposed also in the territories, as
they are generally Included In the LISJ and there fell In love with Shea
same category.
The public WtH he beautiful girl. LiZCtle Foiidac.
front of Lafitte In
nrotccted from adulteration of its threw herself in
duel in whic h he became involved
foid and drink to a degree never be- athrough
his Infatuation for her and
fore attained. The same law "ill apply to articles of food and drink, the the bullet intended for him pierced
subject of commerce between the her heart. Latitte was so maddened
was
states, but In the Distric t the law wilt with grief at her death that he sui-:
from
absolute, and it will be toi bidden !'. with difficulty restrained
being
as
He turned to piracy
manufacture as well as to import or cidc
enough
to
only
occupation fierce
sell adulterated food product. Thai the
The vessel In
his grief.
the law will apply to New Mexico and obliterate
inbegan his piratical career
which
Arizona seems probable.
was headed for the Carribean Sea,
ITnder thin law the district aff li
will have rigid Inspection ol meat, where for many years he was the tor-- !
sausauge, etc., and this, in connection mi- of all nations. Finally after many
with the federal Inspection of the yean of prosperity be was captured
was
He
by n British
packing houses, will surround the
sumer with every possible safeguard, released by his brother Pierre, who
was one of the crew of the warship,
'
in case sin h .safegu rding
become necessary, although It is web The brothers then beg in bUCl anncer-In- g
on a larger scale than ever. Not
tnsats,
known that
sausages, etc., are ul high grade pur-ity- . long after his escape from the Brlt- Ml ship .lean l.atittc had .several Well,
The law covers drugs as well as food armed ships manned by desperadoes
and drink, and in the case of druse from all lands. The republic of (Jareach package must bear h label, giving la gena gave a commission to him to
the amount of alcohola morphine, co- serve against Spain. Willi this to give
caine, etc. it contains, The law does semblance Of legality to his operanot require the exposure of the forme tions he settled down in New Orleans
la, except the statement of alcohol and prosecuting his piracies in the guise
poison. Violations of the law shall be of warfare. After a time the pirates
punished by Hue, not exceeding 1500, becoming too open In their attacks
and one year's Imprisonment, and for on neutral merchant ships, the I'nit-e- d
states government sent Commothe second offense. $ .lino line and a
dore Patterson against their headyear's imprisonment.
The bureau of chemistry of the de quarters on the island of Grand
partmenl of agriculture is to make Terre, forty miles west of the month
tests and examinations of fond prod- of the Mississippi.
Tic stronghold
ucts to discover adulteration and the was captured but most of the pirate;
I'nited States district atoriiey shah escaped and went back as soon as the
immediately prosecute offenders.
naval vessels were withdrawn.
serSoon after this Jean
Definition of Drugs.
The term "drug." as used in the act, enes were solicited by the British
shall Include all medicines and prep government in their attack on New
recognised In the i'nited Orleans, lie was offered $:o,ooo in
orations
States Pharmai opoedla or National gold and a commission If he
mil
Formulary for Internal and externa iighi aga (nal the Americans. Instead
use. and "any substance r mixture of at accepting this offer Lafitte inform
substances inti tuled to be used for the
Governor Claiborne, of Louisiana
cure, mitigation, or prevention of
id il and offered to serve against Ihe
man
or
animals.
either
of
other
British if be were granted a pardon
The term "food" .shall Include all arti- and his brother were released from
cles used for f I. drink, confection.
the New Orleans jail. Governor Claiery or condiment by man or other an- borne pardoned him and the Lafittei
imals, whether simple, mixed or com- fough I with great distinction again
pounded.
tinBritish. President Madison not
For the purposes of this ad an ar- only ontli nied inventor Claiborne's
ticle shall be deemed In be adulterat- pardon, hut offered Labile a com
ed: III case of drugs, first. When a mission in tin navv. This was redrug is sold under or by a name rec- fused.
ognized in tin- United states pharoa- History next tells of Lafitte as beit ing a respectable man of affairs ill
copoedta or National Formulary.
differs from the standard of strength, Philadelphia.
From Philadelphia he
quality of purity, as determined by the moved to Pqweira Point on Hampton
test laid down in the United States Roads near Norfolk, where he built
l'harmacopoedia OT National Formu- la home he i ailed "Hordeaux Manor."
lary nftlcial al the lime Of investiga, Here he died in
having all his
tlon; provided, that no ding defined properly except l:,n,
"Hordeaux Manor"
' in the I'nited States Pharmaoopoedla to Ins daughter, Mrs.
f'larkson. Bor- or National Formulan shall be deemdeaux Manor and an iindecipherabl
ed to he adulterated under this
combination of numbers scrawled on
of strength, a
if the standard
were left to Joan Clarkaon,
quality or purity be plainly slated his shct
grandson.
civil war and the
upon the bottle, box or other contain dishonesty of anThe
attorney named Dean
er thereof, although ihe standard may reduced tin- Clarkson estate
to povdiffer from that determined by the erty, jean made several attempts to
in
United
Stales
laid
the
down
lest
decipher the puzzle that was part or
Pharmai opodeia or National Formuhis Inherltai
but without success.
lary. Second, if
strength or purity About
fell In with an old
tti he
fall i low the professed standard or man. pierve
Lafitte, who pad turned
quality under which It is sold
up in Norfolk quite by chance. Clark-so- n
c onfectloner)
ami Food.
was
with the old man'.-If It tales of pleased
In the ase of confectionery:
his wanderings and pirate
contains terra alba. barytes. talc, life and took
him home to live with
ehtoini yellow, or other mineral
him. lb- did not connect Pierre La- or poisonous color or llavor. or lltle
Ill
any other Ingredient deleterious or not with liis grandfather, a.
Jean Lafitte had b
detrimental to health, or any vidimus, pirate.knowShow
ing
jumble
nf
nail or spirituous liquor or compound hers left him by the
his grandfather oi
or narcotic drug.
day
Pierre,
old
the
pirate,
prompt
In the ease of food:
cod
Fust. If any substance haf been translated it with n aid of tile
II
the
mixed ami pin ked with it so as to re- the bucanneera had USe. I.
"Jean Clarkson, When you are
duce or lower or injuriously affect its read:
twenty-liv- e
years of age, at the mid
quality or strength.
Second, If any substance has been of a hue three hundred feel east from
Ihe
front doorway ol Bordeaux M in- Substituted wholly or in pari for Ihe or, dig
for your Inheritance."
am- le,
With
the nd ol ihe old oorsnlr
Thud. If any Valuable constituent
of ihe artule has been wholly or In .ban dm; one moonlight night and
It
rusty brass bound chest
hauled
UP
part absti acted.
1
Fourth. If it be mixed. oh) red, from a spot that Was covered by
ii high tide,
The pirate touched
pondered coaled, or stained in a man- a
bidden spring, whli li revealed liener whereby damage or inferiority is
'""is Jewels ami gold to the ValUO
concealed.
Fifth. If it contains any Other addeo Of thousands of dollars.
for several minutes the bucognflenr
poisonous or or other added deleteritared at each othel
ous IngredteW which may rendi r such and his nephew
lbl to sneak.
mi
Final!) Ihe pirate
article injurious to health: I COVlded
tottered
and fell d I. Tin- rush of
Thai when in tin- preparation of food
prememories
of
the fierce pasl bad provproducts for shipment they ero
served by any external application ap- ed too mu, ii tin his weakened heart.
plied m such manner thai the preserNntior,
vative is necessarily removed mechanNotice s hereby given thai Ihe (lnal
ically, or by maceration in water, or
otherwise, and directions for the re- report or The Monlesuma Trusl Comnewal ol said preservative shall be pany and Sydney Kugcnc Abel,
of the last will and testament of
primed on the covering of the package, lb. pmviMonx of this act shall be Ihe estate nf I. J. l,e, deceased, wa
in
nied
the probata court on tin Id
construed as applying only when sala
lav of July. HQS, Hid licit Monday,
products an- nadv for consumption
Sixth.
If it consistí iii whole or in tin- Ith day of August. Hun;, has been
part of a nilhy, decomposed, or putrid flXed by the probate court is tin- date
animal or tcgctahlc silbslancs, or any of the hearing of objections te th
portion of an animal until for food, Has I account ,,f said eve. utors ami Hie
whether manufactured or uot.jpr if it settlement thereof, Alt persona havis Ihe prodic t of a diseased animal Ol ing any objections or exceptions ti
thai lias died StherwiSS than b said report are required to be present
fcfct lighter,
land present Ihe same on aald date,
MONTEZUMA TRUST COM PANT,
lib iidcd ienson.
and
The act provides strict prohibition
BTDNET BuokNR VBRL,
against misbranding of fond products,
E. I. m E DLBft, Attorney for
and then deals with the "blending" O I
as follows:
:ii
"In the case of articles late i d
Executors.
branded or tagged so as to plainly inTerritory
w
Mexico, County of
of V
inpounds, imidicate that the) ai
Bernalillo, in ihe District cauri.
tations or blends, and ihe word
t
Mono
uma
m party ami Byd- Trust
'Imitation,' or 'blend.' BS the
ney EugeiM- Abel executors of tin
cane may be. is plainly staled on the
est. iti- of Df.l. Abel. ,J,
sod, Plainale
li n kage in which it is offered ÍOI
tiff
Provided, that the term blend as used
vs.
herein shall be construed to mean a
Harper and Lou Harper, his
mixture of like suhstam es. not exclud- William
wife, nnd ,i. F. Han. out. Trustee,
ing harmless; coloring or flavoring inNo, , II,
Defendants.
gredients used for Ihe purpose of colNotaos of sub.
oring- mid flavoring only:
And provided further, that nothing In this ai l To William Harper and Lou Harper,
bis Hire, and J, F. Hanoiiil, 'J'rus-tean requiring oi
shall be construed
defendants:
compelling proprietors or manufacturYou are her by nidified that a suit
ers nf proprietary foods: which conbegun In flip dlslrn t court
has
been
tMi
ingredient
In
unwholesome
ista
disclose their trade formulas, except In of Mernallllo counly, New If SSXO, by
so far as the provisions of this act the Montezuma Trust Company and
may require to secure freedom from Sydney Eugene Abel. cxceiitorn f tb'lll and testament of the estate
Isst
adulteration or mlsbmuding."
f D. J. Abel, decease. I, agaiiiHt you
V
'M
HEKK as d'f rulants. for the purpise of
ol li
II.IM III.
pvhc
a judgment again"! William
ibbolitt:li
i
A
EKH
MIA
Oi, Hi U Harper for the Hum of 'Ight thou
KltMM
fiH.nno) dollars, principal, together
Sl, Kit
I.M I
with Interest thereon from Ihe 3rd da
of th of January, 180,ri, at the rate of eight
The Home Mission ladic
the lllgblstid M E church will give per cent per annum and ten per cent
an Ice cream nocla I nt Ihe residence of the amount to bo found due, an atof Col. and Mrs. Mluiiis. 30ft South torney's fees, provided by said note to
Wnitrr street, Thursday. July 12. from in- paid, and lo fore, os that certo H p m.
tain deed of trust dated the Ird day
home-produc-

July II.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

TREASURER DUG UP

PIRATE

PURE

STRINGENT
F 00Í1

KCBUQUERQUE

(THE

PACE FOTO

Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier

h,

ly

.

A. E. WALKER

Tdtl & Gradi
NORTH THIRI STREET

WANT ADS

BRINQ RESULTS.

f

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAC,'

FACE

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.

NO TRAC E FOUND

others, but it will probably be September

OF AS6WLHT OF

If we fail in one plan we have two

1st betore it is settled.

select some of those choice

FIVE- -

In

the meantime better

lots in the
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tlons around the' well have been kept

UNIVERSITY profoundly secret and even the depth

is not known. But there is deflnite-nes- s
in the statement that a small
pocket of yellow oil was struck more
a
week ago. There is no Inforthan
mation concerning the formation at
the bottom of tlie bore, nor, indeed,
on any other point.
TIM well was started a couple of
years ago by Simon J. Murphy, a De-

STUDENTS TO PAY THEIR

POSITION AND GOES

LOCAL DISTRICT COURT

Variety.

RESIGNS LOCAL CHANCE

First National Bank Building
?

Special Rates to the West

TO SANTA FE
YESTERDAY
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will cn- in spite of a thorough March by
Deputy Sheriff Fred Heyn, the nu
joy the change.
Visit the Grand
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Every ear thi University of
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eral limit and stop-over- s.
yesterday of the man who attackei M E. Hlckey. attorney tor the First marshal under C. M. Koraker and left Mexico receives letters from young work Stopped, with the drilling 700
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successor
to be In a hysterical condition a'l block 38, and a mortgage of $2.500
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verv ,,fu,n happens that residents in the vicinity, before the drill again Ik
For
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other
rates and full particuGovernor Hagerman s
Shals
no,.(
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ticket
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help
need
or business
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sale
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official
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Attorney Dobson filed a suit in the with
nf her head and minor scratches. Dr.
did VIRGINIA BLACKBERRY
ted for the duties of the clerkship .it hovs nj Krls who would be glad to
Pea rce said that she was worse frightdistrict court for MeKinley county tile Sania Fe institution.
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11.
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he served as under sheriff of liorna - paying their expenses wholly
Attorney
Ilfeld
through
Brothers,
considerably.
tillo county under Thomas s. liub-bel- l. purl. Citizens of Albuquerque will
Assistani Superintendent Payne of Dobson, prayed a judgment in tin'
Business Without System
confer a great favor upon the adminthe Traction company was one of the sum of $154.16 against V. IS. Irvine
Is like a ship without a rudder. T ie
seems more like
"Albuquerque
on two promissory notes. A confes- home to me than any place I ever istration of the Universitybyand a great modern sysl eint i.cr is Hie Loose Leal
first on the scene attar the
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communiand declares he saw the man running sion of judgment was entered for the lived and regret very much to leave help
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away and that Perfecto Armljo alaol defendant yesterday.
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for
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Justice GeorgG It. Craig yesterday
stock company reserve for
CLOTHING,
shoes. FURNISHINGS
the fiscal year ending June sustained the attachment of the wages THE CASINO TONIGHT.
lasi night
"I saw the girl just
after
ETC.. IT A TRIFLE AT B. ILFELD
the attack and she was in a pitiable .'tilth. HOT. Tills amount includes of l). B. stout, a Sania Ke switchman,
CO
S.
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Saved Prom Jail by Suicide.
condition from the effects of the shock $limo lo assist (he citizens of Coom y the wages living garnlshetd by his
The same bullet which snapped out
Several shots were taken In the direc- ami Mogollón in connecting thOM mother-in-laMrs. John McLean,
tion of the fleeing man by Jim Kidd points wiili Silver City by telephone. who declares that StOUt and his wife the life of the Indian, Claud Bitas, in
NOTHING BUT
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bul they were tired rather at random An extension of the present telephone lived with her and neglected to pay Phoenix, the morning of July Mh. in
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be extension
persuade the frightened girl that She built and work
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columns.
"I regret that such an assault should company from Fierro to the Gila Hoi for assaulting K. C. Allen, president of the convening of the grand Jury.
have bean made just at the entrañes Springs. As Fierro is already connect- of the Albuquerque Pressed Hriek an As he Is dead, it is more than likely
to Traction park," said Col, Greer to ed by telephone with silver city, the Tile company, at thi plant south d thai the United States authorities will
have Orabayg released from his
the the city.
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Traction company Is determined thai mineral district. Silver City
nothing more of the kind shall happen!
Ileitis Whole Territory.
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fair
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NIne-tehtof tlie diseases of Hi"
September 17 to
Inclusive.
included a side tripe tO Mexico, via
said he would rather not give any scalp and hair are caused by parasitic city management
of the present (air
delails of the assault, and said th" germs. Tin' Importance of ibis dis- The
a deficit of 15,000 and raised
paid
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would prCfer to have
nothing said covery1 by professor
Unna, of the
money to carry on the 'JBth fair
Mr. Hill however kind- Charity Hospital. Hamburg. Germany, more ever was
about it.
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raised to run past ones.
than
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'ake advantage
Now is the tittle to lake that trip hack home,
It explain" The people of the territory should asdetails of thi' affair as he
why ordinary hair preparations, even sist in making lliis fair one of the hot
I
o I lie low rates 0 the cast. Tickets
nessed them, as he said lie had of the most expensive character fid ever given.
The whole territory
no
The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
disagreealdi to cure dandruff; because they do not. profits by it. Silver
fears that the
OH sale at Special reduced rates for
City Enterprise,
incident would hurt lite popularity of and they eannnl kill the dandrn'i'
Republic. Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Cuerna vaca,
1 to
from
llic
round
trip
June
Casino,
on
the attack
the
the "i;i;l germ. Tlie only hair preparation in
Will, CARRY TWO
lii Ked" being entirely oui of the or- (lie world that positively destroys tlie STATEHOOD
the liK'st famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
LUNA COUNTY
30,
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dinary, and an Incident of a nature dandruff parasites thai burrow up lb"
Guana juanto, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
not likely to recur.
Chicago and return, $55.35.
scalp into scales called scurf or dan- Contest for County Ol'liees Already 011
The ";iriv Lurid History.
adintensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
In
In Southern New Mexico,
druff, is Newbro'a Herpiclde,
St. Louis and return, $47.85
"I was not a bit Surprised to hear dition to lis destroying the damlruit
Dentins', Of.
July 10. The Ions
milling centers of the world today.
thai this man Walsh followed the girl germ Herpiclde is also a delightful continued dry WCAther was broken tohere and attacked her," said Dr. W. hair dressing. Sold by leading drug- day was broken by a heavy rain last- On the following dates the Santa Fe
F. Carver to the Morning Join nal yes- gists. Send lile in stamps for samp'e inp for aboiii an hour and the indica
nil sell excursion tickets to princi-nointerday. "Her history reads like a io The Herpiclde Co., Detroit, Mich. ft. tions are that we will have more to- p lo date train and Pullman service daily without change
Men have become in- H. Briggs é Co., Special Agents.
dime novel.
night. Stockmen are eclebrallliK llio
in Illinois, Kansas. Michi
New Pullman "Broiler" and Buffet cars in operation, You
fatuated with her everywhere she has
beginning of the rainy seison as the
gan. Missouri. Nebraska. North Da
gone, ami every one of them h is come
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facta of the hot winds. The rain to
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who fell and broke both legs
;
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:
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ami the nKht win be hot.
while climbing on top of his car I'M WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
witness, her dive.
Another married
man whose attentions she refused blew
out his brains in her presence, ami a
week later she was poisoned by a
young man employed by the Hollen-liec- k
hotel, and for three days and
nights lay at the point of death. A?-ta free for all tight among her admirers at Chutes park one of the
crowd was found next morning with
his throat cut from ear to ear. Batn
tling Nelson and Herrera, the
prize fighters, had a quarr-- l
over the girl and to save a fight the
girl took the arm of Herrera and went
sale
off. I believe Herrera lias been golntT
from bad to worse since. She was
Hnkersfleld
in
guarded by Herrera
high-gra- de
a
from Walsh, who first niel her In San
The attack on her last
Francisco.
night was only on a par with weekly
occurences ever since she has been
with the Show. If you dOUbl my word
DISCOUNT
TWENTY PER
All Meri Outing Suits, sold from
'.lust ask to see the police records i.f
you
and
Hakersfleld.
one-fifth
off regular
at
Los Angeles and
blues and
from $12
All
will find every word substantiated, Sb"
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of
death
hourly
fear
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and
Broken lines in
ination, which partly accounts for tin
diving
High-gradrldos
the
e
wa
and
she
worth
well known
reckless
Cluett, Monarch and
horses."
to
hardly two aliko, all worth
"Jim K IHil Is the last of her victims and has been ever since she llr;
smiled on him in bos Angeles, and
Jim Is now In a run of hard luck
which Includes three broken ribs whe-he was riding Little Cupid the oth r
day. The strange fatality follows ill
her admirers. The negro who assis s
me in the shooting performances
says he "ain't had nuffln but bad Iuck
since he fust seed her.' She Is certainly a remarkable woman, and the aver122 S.
119
age dime novel Isn't In It with her
history."
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THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

well-know-

under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
merchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at great saving to you.t
All broken lines of seasonable

Again we inaugurate this great
event.

t

blacks reserved,
Men's Business Suits, sold
Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4
$5 grades. Sale Price
brands,
$125
other
Shirts
Men's
Price
Sale
Hats,
Men's
$2.50 $4.00.

I

SILVER AVENl'E,

ll.

CENT

prices

$1.75, at

$2.50

90c

$1.50

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today
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Men Who Do Things
é
letter to our evening neighbor,

aro, Major Llewellyn refor-re- d
to Delegate Andrews as one of the nun "who do things," and the
delegate's record during; the ist session shows that the compliment
which the major paya him is well deserved, Indeed, when we con
aider the handicap he had to carry when ho went to emigres M becomes
a serious question whether .my other man in the territory COUld have dune
better, or even as well. Having been
Quay Rang, of
member of the
unsavory memory. In Pennsylvanl i. and nominated through treachery by
a still more odoriferous gang in New Mexico, it took him nearly half the
session to wear oft the Blench so that he could command the attention
of
Hut he won out
members of congress for anything.
through Indomitable energy and untiling perseverance, and during the latttcr
part of the session was able to accomplish a great deal of valuable work for
his constituents.
Through the able assistance of Governor Hagerniin and
Secretary Hitchcoe k. he secured an amendment to the act granting lands to
this territory, which, if he had done nothing else, would have been sufficient
to have made his first term a sucres. Hut this is only one of the many good
Items. Albuquerque, especially, owes him a debt of gratitude for the appro
prlation he secured for a federal building at this point, and he may be
assured that the people of Albuquerque will not forget it when he comes
before them again as a candidate for their suffrages. That, however, Is a
local mattter, and It Is due Mr. Andrews to say that he has shown equal
earnestness nnd devotion to all sections of the territory, and the humblest of
our citizens, when they had business before the departments, have fOUltd
him always an efficient and willing helper. He has done the territory exand
cellent Service in addition to his efforts In favor of the statehood bill
as we have said above, he has done It under a handicap that would have
paralyzed the average man.
Hut It seems to us that Brother Llewellyn shows altogether too much
modesty In singling out Delegate Andrews as the one man who does things.
The major, himself. Is entitled to a place at the bead of the list of men
who do things, and his Interview with an eastern paper, in Which he makes it
appear thai the chief supporters of statehood in this territory are the saloon
heepers, the sports, the gamblers and the Mormons, has come so near
"doing" the statehood cause that It will require an extra effort on the part of
The major ll a good fallow. We admire
Its real friends to pull It through.
will
persist m reminding us of that
he
very
times,
much,
but
at
him
gentleman who once remarked. "I know what's the matter with me
I talk too dam much."
e e
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the Peafc m Doe
Shirtwaist won't do.
It really is Too Thin;
The praMaVaci ati
With ptJf accord
Dec lare It la a aln.
n.

Oh.
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NEW TELEPHONE
MOXKY IV MAN ON GOOD HEAL
ESTATE SEClltiTY AT IcOW
RATES OP INTEREST.

a few daya
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well-know- n

Life Insurance Matters

:'or. rent.

l'eek-a-Bo-

Skiddoo for you.
Sky pilots say you are taboo;
of gauzy hsOe and frills and fa
And other things
Diaphanous;
The clergy all turn red and blue
And blush when they
i '.in set
right through.
So here's adieu
To the Peek-a-BoMosquito bars we'll all eschew.
oh. Peek
You're up the fl'te.
It's surely
23 for you!

ern.

a

Kaiser."

sr., $30.00.
St.. $20.00.

house North Fifth
renga house South Third
house Broadway. JS.OO.
t rooms furnished. 120.00.
Two
houses, S. Hroudway
bath, $20.00 each,

N ailed again!
We almost knew the
citizen would rai m the price of anoth- er keg.

That lone Yosemitc highwayman
evidently believes that all the world s
a stage and all the men ami women
merely suckers.
a
The Almanac should have taken in
that convention of the North American Gymnastic union in Newark this
week,

HOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AM)
SECONDHAND.
WE BOY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 111 W. GOLD AYE.
ü. NI RISEN. MANAGER.

with

house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
Two tents. E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
house, S. Edith, modern, $25.
Two
houses, Marquette ave.,
$12.00 each,
i room
bric k house, N. Second street,
modern, $20.00.
I -- room brick house, N. Fourth
street,
modern, $20.00.

Established

Hin! lor

Wafons
N. M.

B. RUPPE

It

M 1. N

D

C T AWR

THE hank clearings of San Franc Im e, for last week, show an Increase GRAPH JUICE, non-- i rollout
CO,
A
soil
over the corresponding week of last year of mote than three millions. This EH EST MEYERS
v. SILVER AVENUE
M.IMs.
mi
temporary.
was
only
by
fire
the
of
business
howa that tho Interruption
IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
REFERRING to the president's lettte r to Mr. Rogers, of Arliona, In relanew and beautiful residence property,
tion to Joint Statehood, the Han Francisco Chronicle calla It "special plead- ceintnlnlna about twenty moms, In the
ing.' ami urges the Arlsona people to pay no attention to It, but voli finest location In the valley, about one
mile from the city limits ecu the Look
golldly sgalnit statehood on the terms offered.
mart rane h. Attractive grounds unit
surroundings.
Also ten additional
signed
pen
president
With
which the
i"., mee in contlgneiuH cottages If desirPEN AT' 'It BEVERIIMIE has the
ed.
outbuildlng-Ample
stables
meat Inspection bill. The pen to whlrh the beef truat packers were Apply mi premises and
tH
or address II rl
Henry Lockhurt, Albuquerque, N. ML it
not sentenced la still In th possession of tho ge.vernmenl, with rooms to let.
Kansas Cltv Journal.
A Hound MeiL'HInc
Is worth a dnsen lying around loot.
New
We ran bind them In attractive form
JL'DOINO from what we rend In the papers from all corners of
for tl.oo.
lietter hlnillnra a little
Meslro, the territorial fslr this fall la going to he a record breaker. People higher.
Just rail Automatic 'phone
a
to
rofhlng
ua
hove
expecting
see
parts
territory,
te
from
all
the
of
are
121 and we will bo glad to talk over
moot tirase add the peoplu of Albuquerque will see to It that they are your tnagaslne proposition.
11. S. Ultligow
Co.,
not disappointed.
Bookbinders,
Jouruul Building.

For prompt service, courteous treat

Uhe

ment and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

Blue
Front

Drug eo
The WilliamsFRONT
THE BLUK

Avenue

117 West Rallrond

Both Telephones.

ranch near Kennedy, small
adobe house, good cellar, in acres
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty of K""'l range ami water for
Stock, This plaee la easily worth
Any reasonable offer will be
$soo.
considered.
Nice residence lots from $50 up; very
liberal terms.
c

I'OIt

15ENT

frame, close In, plenty of
Bhade, nice location; $20 per month,
including water.
Five-roodwelling, modern, clo3o In,
nice location.
Money to loan In sums to stilt at 8 per
cent on approved security.

All kinds oi mill work a
specialty. The right place
fur gooil work at low price

3

Auto phone

W00TT0N

Six-roo-

m

J. LOVE. Prop.

A.

North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $3,160, on
North 4th street.
house, furnlshei, geod leci- tlon, $1150.00.
frame In ene of the beat
locations on Broadway at a bargain: modern
house, North Fourth street.
with 3 loin 76 x!42 feet, near in.
Price, 13,600.

08

S- -

&

Fhst

St.

MYER

W. P. METCALF

Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

....

Dealers in Real Estate
123

a.

South Third Street

Phone.

Well

TE

Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
West End of Viaduct
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street

Six-roo-

When You Are

F

The Furniture Man.

Planing Mill

ts.

U X

D. EMMONS

von sale

BUSINESS CHANCES.
flood ranchea near the cltv for sale WE HAVE FOR SALE
prices.
The editor of the Twilight Squeak Is II..at reasonable
.,. - OnnC
I.........,...
.
....
i.ini. ...... ... ll.moM- Instill congratulating
himself that he iir
Rents Collected. Tuxes Paid, and
didn't nail as a canard the story of
enllre charge taken of nropcrtr for A few smnll ranches, ranging from
the death of poor Christopher Columresidents nnd
three to ten acres cuch; all under
bus.
ditch and Under high state of culti. H. DVNBAR & CO
vation.
Rev. Daniel McQurrrk comes out Corner totted Avonne and Third Ktret.
with an attac k on the "Jungle" saying
Also, desirable lots In the different adthe book is unfair. The subject is,
ditions to the city.
however too tropical for an Irishman
have several small cottages, well
to thoroughly master.
in, for sale on reasonable terms.
Those interesting
statistics about
Black 144
Colo.
the deaf and blind failed to mention
Is
the small boy who
called for break
fas: and the man who meet; his tailor
unexpectedly on the boulevard.

111

J.

Albuquerque

post-offic-

.

Money

S21 Gold Avenne

to Loan.

......

Bald ridge's is theJPiace

;
I

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

J. 6. BftLDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

To Contractors

OF COURSE, YOU
DON'T THINK
MUCH ABOUT DRUGS,
BUT WHEN TOU
A RE SICK YOU
W A NT T
KNOW
WHERE You CAN
GET WHAT YOU
NEED At ONCE.
WH AUK l. POSITION
TO SERVE YOU
ACCURATELY AND
PR IMPTLY.

ss

See window display.

203 West Railroad Ave.

Ti

-

field line. Price, $2.75.

lfiO-acr-

five.

i

Is

he Celebrated Wake-

DRUGGIST

d

A

t

THE
PRESCRIPTION

house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
perlmentlng Wjth the setni-ariSunfurnished. This property Is In one
day.
of the best locations In this city.
and is for sale at $5,r.00.
The engineer who has just unnounc-th.i- l
a canal can't be built across the Rrlck house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
isthmus was real mean to wait so long
to tell about it.
Rrlck house, 7 rooms, with 3 loto, on

"Johnny, what are you doing'.'"
"Takin' a hath."
"Where have you been, Johnny'.'"
"Swlmmin' in the Rio Grande."
Presiden! Doak oí the Pan Am
can railway says the reporta of
Guatemalan revolution are exaggerated only two were killed instead of

Mitchell

AMU OPEROTE.

bargain.

Illinois has a man who says he saw
it raining little green frogs recently.
Down in Kentuc ky they see purple
ones and red ones.

187

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOCK AND GRAIN

Six-roo- m

m

Putney

L. B.

I I rooms In a fine location.
Lots and houses for sab In all parts Df
the city.
Four acres of land In the city limits,
with good house ami stable, fruit
trees, etc.. in a fine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
to date, Jo. 000.
Lot m West Goid av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Edith st.,
house; modern: lot 7 x 4 2 feet; fine
cement Sidewalks; good stable. This
property will he sold cheap if taken
at once.
House and lot on South S"jond st.. between Dead and Coal avenues, at a

No use to be surprised at anything
these days,
Louisville is actually ex

lna.

mod-

IJO.OO.

FOR SALE.
Broadway,
They Four houses on South
San PrnnciSOO Resurgent!
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
are having prize fights again.
bargain.
ranche.-- - for sale near
Even the Hill Billies of good old Ar- Large and small
on the Mesa, east
in.
land
of
Tract
1)11.
kansas are afte r (lie Standard
of the ellv.
avenue; also
The good work goes on and Texas is Some fine lots on Tijeras
on West Coal avenue.
twisting the tail eI the oil ami lumber
3
House and
lots on North Fourth St.,
trusts.

Pennsylvania man say that he
will soon have (lying machines on the
e market at $1,000 apiece. Setting the
,
price is probably the easiest thing
Y'S dispatches from New York contained a very full report about liiiilellng a successful air ship.
In
life Insurance
the most Important steps that has been taken
No, Gentle Header that Noise is nol
VESTERI'A sinc
We refer to the the murmuring
e the agitation of the subject commenced.
og the Bad Hea Waves
organization of the International Policyholders' committee, whic h pro but only the Plaintive Melody of the
snc
oí the r. veiling L ltlz n s
circe
poses to take charge of the affairs of the New York Life, and the Mutual Life, of ire
Reporters Taking their Bummer
arafTalrs
Siesta.
of New York. These are both mutual companies, and all of their
supposed to be, of course, under the control of the policyholders, who are all
Kor real
the West
entitled under the law to share on terms fef perfect equality, in all the prollts Virginia mud turtle takes the pastry,
as witness the case of the Huntington
Of the business.
small boy who had to be amputated
New
of
state
York
of
the
Recent Investigations, however, by authorities
from one which grabbed his toe this
have made the world familiar with the fact that prac tically the only part week,
of the business In which the policyholder has been permitted to take part,
Count Honl's ideas of the code have
a severe Jolt and he Is sporthas been the paying, while the management of all the great affairs. Including received
ing a black eye.
"Consider yourself
In
been
the
of
has
profit,
the
r,
appropriation,
the
the distribution, or rathe
slapped," said Hon! haughtily, to an
hands of a favored few, in either company, who managed to get control, enemy In Paris. Whereupon .Meinsieur
poked Bonl in the lamps.
and thereafter held Ml, regardless of lb- - policyholder or his rights, and
John Rogers. of Syracuse, New
enormous
accumulations
have bm running both companies, with their
York, has had his skull trepanned six
amounting to over nine hundred millions of dollars, as though the whole times and has specimens of his brain
thing were their personal property, to be used or disposed of by them In on exhibition all over tho country.
Few of us would wish to spare more
their own way.
than half a dozen samples.
gentlemen
treated
In
these
manner
which
As an Illustration of the liberal
Mrs. C. O. Sc ott of New York, arthemselves, at the expense of the policyholders, take the fact that in one rested for allowing her chauffeur to
the speed limit. Indignantly
caae the president of the company was allowed a salary of u hundred and exceed
going slow because she
fifty thousand dollars a year Just thre e timed as much as the president of the aid 'he was
had her "darling little baby" In the
upon
such
anyone
make
could
that
comment
No
UtO,
imagination shrinks from figUnited Statea receives.
a graft as that could do Justice to the subject. Highway robbery would be uring out how she rode before she was
married.
e
altogether too mild a term fiar It. Or take another Instance, where the son
Fifty Years From Today.
agetitH
and
general
the
between
of the president was allowed to stand
(Prom the Morning Journal. July 30,
the company and get a commission 04 all the business that came In.
19.r,6.)
Kansas City. Mo.. July 10. Wilwhereby he was enobleel to pocket ove r a million dollars, without doing
Hryan,
when Interview
liam Jennings
or even making a pretence of dejlng anything, to earn It. All the mom y ed here today at first denied the report
president,
to
the
given
of
per
that
cent
to
Is
ninety
candidate
of the
he
be
that
the
given to this man. and at least
democracy for president in the coming
policyholders,
among
the
usury
divined
be
to
gone
tt
Into
the
have
should
campaign, hut finally admitted that
circ umstances seemed to demand that
to whom It belonged.
he the choice of his party.
Mr.
But such abusea will not be heard of again for some time to come. The he
Hryan says that his Ideas have been
Europe,
are
In
but
States,
United
the
throughout
only
policyholders, not
greatly modified as the result, of his
be.-.- ,
last seventeen races for the office, and
now thoroughly aroused to the enormity of the ahuaes that have
ho has Had his eyes oponeel to the real
practiced upon them, and the facta set forth In our MM reports yesterday neeels of the party.
Mr. Hryan predict a landslide for him which will
how there is going to be a geper.il clearing up and clearing out.
ec lipse am thing In history.
Colonel Bryan has lust concluded
police
to
the
Inatructed
has
Oregon,
Portland,
THE city marshal of
speec hmaklng lour of Alaska. Chile
Arkan- Shoot when automobile drivers are running at t.n unlawful speed, and refuse-t- Turkestan, Borneo, the Tyrol,
as and South Afilen ami says that a
Stop when ordered.
great wave of democratic sentiment Is
sweeping over the country. Although
years Colonel
Well
along
THE Topeka Capital gives the Kansas populists a little very souml aelvlco getting
Bryan Is hale and hearty and talked
when it tells them to put aside their spec lal Issues feir the present, and five hours without Stopping to a large
in Sydney, Australia, the
Milt the president In his warfare In behalf of the people against the audience
other day. Ho says that with fair
country
Is
In
leadership
of
the
hope
of
Capital.
the
The
Ssye
the
trusts.
health he expects to live to lead the
falthf"1 :ti five more campaigns.
Roosevelt at present"

t

house North Fifth St.,

I sell

ave.

EOLffj

11,

the Prettiest
Everybody wants the Prettiest Gocart,
Everybody can get It at Emmons'.

Everybody's Baby

S

REAL ESTATE

IVck-a-I-

Skldoo
for "Hoc h dcr
Now it's "Qrandpa Bin."
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Having Consolidated the Phoenix
Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of the luteal de
signs and beet makes, we ure pre
pertxl to do an kinds i MILL
WORK
ul a price never before
aic'inpicd in New Ifeiioo,

Tl

JrVl

unci Superior

ta
V

If"

We will be Kind ko give estimules on anything from the mill
work of i home to making a
window screen ami will guaran- sutisfnetiou.

mu

el I
J I
eggBTH

n

tí í H

The Superior Lumber and

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Planing Mill Co.

Is a necessity and the cost

TWOS. F. KELEHER

The Highland Pharmacy

lA'ather, Haraesn, Saddle, reap
ers, WhJpa, Axle Oils, Elc

Opp. itaynoMs New Building
(dorado Phone, Black o
East IUUIknM Avcuuo

fc

PILLS

MEN'S OXFORDS

ire

em

"'

VC'III

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

SANITARY HOARDING
STABLES

a ring.

F. T. Schmidt, Prop.

Black or Tan Romeos, light
gl.MI, gl.A.V $2.00
hops

421 N. Second SI

Gro88,Kelly&Co

DMQoJg oxfords, light
$17.',. 2.'?
or heavy soles.

Black

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

.

'.des
Pelts
Specialty
IAS VBflAS
AMU QFERQtJW

Veionr Cslf oxfords,
extcn'n soles, tfJS, $.no, s:i

Wool.

Black

1

Puteen
soles

Kid

turned,

Holes, $2

p.

4:02 p.
4:32 p.
6:46 p.
8:30 p.
8:00 a.
4:35 a.
7:30 a.

Westbound

STATIONS
Santa Fe

m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Ar

lt05.

Ar....

Española

3; JO p. ra

Lv....

no

Lv... .12:26

m
m
ra

1:26 p.
p.
Lv.... 11:16 p.
Lv.... 10:29 p.
Lv.... 10:00 p.
Lv. . . . 8:10 p.
Lv.... 6:40 a.
Lv.... 11:05 p.
Lv.... 9:40 p.
Lv.... 7:00 p.

Embudo

Baranca

eg

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquor frved. A Good Place

2.', $:i.nn, g.i .vi

n OaJorriai Mtfaatosj
:,u.
:t tin,
I.tio
:

'

Communication Made Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North mud East by the

1

Pa.su jtt Southwestern System

Rock Island System

1

i

Vlc-- l

2:00

10,

DCS

.Now (h the lime that you need a
pair of low shoes for these lint
days, Wc lime the kind that
will make yoUf life an easy one
They arc stylish, eixil and well

tens a

11:00 a.
12:51 p.
2:11 p.

Effective December

Servilleta
m
Tres Piedras
, Antonlto
m
ra
Alamoaa
,
m
FRENCH
FEMALE
Pueble
'9
ra
Springs
Colorado
h
Denver
m
Kft4M foe Pi
Acev Cut.
Mikhtsbitior.
'
Evil .SOWN TO FAIL.
.i Sin
tVtWiei Clueukiitr! r Hoe.cjr K, feeii.lM.
He,c tr't,ld
CoiiiiectloiisAt Antonlto for Duraogo, Silverton and intermediate polntsT
r lent.
ih 1
chílJ Inerni e.n crlftl e b rili fnf
At Alamosa for Denver, l'uclilo anil Intermediate points via either the standard
pina Iftflci) Scmjni, rrM. if )vuc drulflit
lit, Ihfi eenl com otfltri to II.,
gauge lino via La Vnta Pass or tho narrow gaugo Une via Skllda, making the
UNITFP MfOICAl CO.. o. T4 I.XUIT.H.
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for
on Crcede brunch.
a.
by
Sold In Alhiiqucr.inc
the
ii all iolnta
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
O'Rh'lly Cnmnanv.
S. K. IIOOI'ER, ;. P. A. Reiner,
A. S. BARNEY. Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
Colo. Phone Blk 38
Auto. I'liouc 311
A

Black

Santa Fe Branch

Eastbound

Paints, Oils ind Virnlthtt

First National Bank

small. Wc have them.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

Dust-

I'alntetto Roof I'&lnt iJMt F1e Yciu-- t
ami tops Leaks.
Cash Paid for Hides and I'e'.te.
408 WEST RAILROAD aVENUB

.

1

to while ana the weary hours.
All the Popular Oamea.
Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BAKWDTT,
Proprietor
ISO W. Railroad Ave.

Shortest. Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Oars and Coaches. For any trip, any
where, nj time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

I or Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

Wetlneaday. July

It,

TELEPHONE
TALKS

io.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
ney Baca says that the rumor is without foundation other than that he has
furnished the district attorney information concerning some of Sheriff Ha- ca's acts which lie considers lo be 'n
violation of the law. Developments in
the matter will be awaited with considerable Interest. Socorro
Chieftain.

Press ofthe
Southwest

THAT

LATEST

--

iptEilENT

An Imitortaut Truth.
In N'ew Mexico it Is not considered
polite to take a horse without the own- er's knowledge and consent. Socor.-.'hifetain.
-A .lit. Dandy.
The territorial fair this year Is going I
to be a jlm dandy. The boys back of
it are able to do it ami they are going
to make It so. Springer Stockman.
i

Danish Invention Transforms

Speech Into Magnetic Waves

--

-

-

If taken at all, is done so with sup- n
w
pressed mental reservations
there are ladles on the-- force. White
Oaks Outlook.

PACK SEVTrV.

'

h--

The Store

old Virginia:

ni!iY.
liM.ST
I

sll.VFI'

Hi
km ris
Aitsoi.rn ia im iu
Ieyi:hs
CO.. llfl V.

.

I

M

F..

MCYCHFM'R-HO- F
SM'od the Day.
RllVr REEK
The merry days or graft are pass- AT Till'
tf
HITE KI.El'll XT.
ing rapidly ami as the taxpayer puts
To
Otlsrr
TransportaRailroads
ami
his hand in his pocket he resolves to
vote for men who will not appropri- tion (om panics, and Proprietors
Salting
ate all the money in the territorial Slaughtering,
Mcat-Caanin- jc.

treasury for the relief of the ancient Packing, Itcudering, or Other simiYour attention
lar establishments.
order of grafters. Santa Fe Fagle.
is Invited to the fact that under tlx
terms of the Meat Inspection Atv
Have to book Sharp.
Perhaps the next grand "jury will approved June, 30, 1906. no person,
to
shall, on and
want
examine some of the docu- firm or corporation
ments In connection with the allow- after October 1, 1906, transport, or,
ance if a bill for printing the govern- offer for transportation, and no caror's message In Spanish. It might b- rier of Interstate or foreign comwell for the custodian of these papers merce shall transport, or receive for
to see that they are not surreptitious- transportation, from one State or Terly removed before the next term Of ritory, or the District of Columbia, to
court. Santa Fe Ragle.
another State or Territory or the Dis-trict A Columbia, or to any place unA Lonely " Ami."
der the Jurisdiction of the United
Xew Mexico is entitled to statehood States, or to any foreign country, any
by itself and It Is not going to he very carca-o- , or parts thereof, meat or meat
long until it gets It, but to attempt tn food products thereof, which have not
merge with Arizona Against her con- been inspected, examined and marked
sent is on the same principle as throw- "Inspected and Passed," In accordance
ing a man down ami taking bis money with the terms of the law, and with
away from him. The people of New the rules and regulations prescribe l
Mexico, are It might be said, unani- by the Secretary of Agriculture.
An
mous in a desire for statehood, but exemption may be made by the Secreis
among
a
semany
tary of Agriculture of retail butche-- s
there
to
desire
cure it honestly. Springer Stockman. and retail dealers In meat and me it
food products, supplying their cost
Cp.
mer through the medium of interWhen it comes down to the matter state or foreign commerce. The ahov
of county government there can be a provision of low necessitates either the
Whole lot said (pr the good of Colfgx establishment of inspection or a notice,
county. Tin-- - county has been run of exemption by the Department of
so long under the dictation of orto Agriculture, on or before October 1.
man thai the people arc beginning to 1906, for all persons who expect to
WOnáer whether Ihey are a part of offer me.it or meat food products for
free America or Russia or Persia. It transportation In Interstate or foreign
is getting Where It Is necessary
to commerce on and after that date. To
Show up some things.
Springer enable (lie department to determine
Stockman.
upon the necessary number of Inspei
tors, and to either establish Inspection
Ittill v for Taos.
or to grant exemption, all person.',
Bully for Taos.
The old neighbor firms, end corporations who do nol
is getting ready tn awaken from the now have inspection nnd who deal In
RlpVanwinklelSh
state It has bren lo meat or meat food products, which are
for a hundred years. Two banks have transported either In Interstate or fororganised to open there soon. Banks eign commerce, are requested to send
are all right, they are necessary, so immediately to the Secretary of Agriare grocery stores, but there is a ww culture a full and complete statement
of overdoing things in both lines. of the amount of meat or meat food
Prosperity, however, crops out in ways products handled in Interstate or forthat are queer sometimes. Springer eign commerce by the particular es
Stockman.
tablish: ent, the location and the.
character of th operations of the
tablishment, tli
of the nro- Coming With Their Appetites.
and
The newspaper men
who fnrnidi prletors of the establishment,
raw material for Albuquerque papers such other Information as may be
necessary
to
enable the Secretary of
are going to entertain the editors of
the territory in thai city sometime Agriculture t o determine whether In
exemption should bo
spection
or
during the fair next Septembers it
will he a herculean task. New Mexico granted. JAMES WILSON, Secretary.
Item rustlers always take their appeI ' E n M R N T E D
C
tites Willi them when they go any
CATAWBA
where ami leave their dyspepsia at GRAPH JUICE.
home, The only thing on any ordinary Kit MOST MEYERS & CO. HOLE
hill of fare they object to la pi, Whl h AGENTS, i .i; V. SIlA Fi: AVENUJI.

of Petiabitity

Summer Bargains
I N

y

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES

Bawtag Wood.
By the way. what has become of
that Albuquerque
joint
STORES CONVERSATION ON
Statehood league "thai roared so loud
and thundered in the index"? SocorWIRES THEN TALKS BACK ro Chieftain.
'
High Hall Freight.
What do you
those noisy felWireless telegraphy has prepared US lows over there?" call
said an old gentlefor almost any kind of inventive wiz- man to the station agent. "Returned
ardry. Itnt the "Danish Kills. m."
empties:," replied the agent. Las
Poulson, has enme forward to
X'ews.
of
prove that there are things quite tin
mysterious as aerograms. For a
You can't Most Generally TeH.
About the only strictly unadulterof tills fact, one has only to
talk into the receiver of the Poulson ated food that we now get in casi s is
"telegraphone," have his words Invisi- thai put up In the old fashioned manbly registered upon the wire or día
ner by the idd fashioned hen. White
that takes the plaoe of wax records Oaks Outlook.
of a (ttionograph, anil then hear hhi
Xot n Dead One.
remarks repeated with a distinctness
a choice
With tre severest of many earththat is startling.
As far as the untutored observer can quakes In fifty years, the first thunlisle glomes
tee there Is nothing about the mechan- der storm In several months, and an
a
ism of the telegraphone to account tor alarm of fire, all In one day, Socorro
cun
justly
lay
claim to being anything
lis performance. In a phonograph it
is easy to follow the convolutions of but a dead one.
Socorro Chieftain.
the steel pin scratching its way ovr
(
Call it "SlntelnxMl."
the wax cylinder, or tracing a devious
Rodey postofflce, in Dona Ana counpath in the grooves of a permanent
This
hard rubber record. There is nothing ty, has been discontinued.
so obvious about the Poulson machine. Should not have been done. If they
from the regular retail prices.
In this tiie voice is recorded in th had attached either Joint or Judge
the name of it lilis mark of esteem for
c
form of
Impressions the
underwear comes in union and two-piec- e
late delegate might have been persuits, and prices
Upon a thin steel disc or wire, oue- Indefinitely. White Oak
hundreths of an inch In díamete. petuated
Outlook.
JO
from
range
long sleeves, short sleeves
cents to
per
There is not a scratch. Indentation) m
-mark of any kind to indicate that th"
The
Ever.
Retí
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle,
wire or disc had recorded anything,
mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The territorial fair which will be
lint start the reproducing mechanism
going, pick up the ear piece, and the in id in Albuquerque September 17 to
gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices rangto be the very best ever
apparently blank record gives forth 22 promises
Tiie
in the territory.
citizens
Whatever has been talked into i:. held
ing irom J 5 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
There is no scratching,
the worn, have raised double the amount of
coming from the machine as clearly money ever raised for previous fairs
and the best of attractions have been
goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold
as from a human throat. The faint, u engaged.
The railroads have placed
Whisper, or oven heavy breathing Is
rates from all points in the terthe marked price, less 20 pei cent; any one can figure the cost to the
recordad and reproduced in the same cheap
way. The record is automatically ritory during the week. Wo Grande
Republican.
erased by a stronger magnet as a néw
purchaser.
record is put on, or the record can h
All.
permanently retained for future refThere has been a rumor on the
erentes.
street this week that Attorney Rlfego
Yankees Helped to Make Machine
Haca has filed charges of a grave naTactical.
BIG
on West Railroad Avenue marks the enture
District Attorney Wolford
When its Invention was first an- againstwitli
Sheriff Leandro Baca. Attor
nounced the telegraphone attracted
trance to the store of reliability and fair trcatmcnt-T- HE
GLOBE STORE
much attention from electrical experts
and physicists. Sir William Preen'
said It marked an era In the Investigation of the molecular characteristic
of all magnetic and electric operations,
i.ord Kelvin, Tesla. Marconi, Prof.
Thompson and others bore testimony to the extraordinary perfection
of Hie "recording and speaking telephone.' Technical papers describe
lis wonders and then for a period but
little was heard of It. Hut all the time
the inventor, aided by American experts has been transforming his experimental model
into a thoroughly
practical piece of oftice equipment, for
which the demand has already outrun
the supply. An American company
has been formed to control the invention which promises to make as many
OM In absolute h safe.
fortunes as were made by the
typesetting machine.
The principle of operation is the
Gasoline is concentratdd trouble,
same In the wire and the disc machanil you never Know the inlii'.-tt lit;
&
ines, the main difference being thai
with a mile or two of line stl el Strand
trouble Is uoiiiK to Im'kIii then it'i
Compactly wound on a spool, the captoo late the mischief
has hem
acity is greatly Increased. A single
wrought.
spool of wire allows for half an hour'::
continuous dictation.
purposes the
For correspondence
Cooking with gas is titean, loo no
beauty of lite teltgrnphone is that the
ÍOUl smell:
no tainting of Ucliuib'.
typewriter operator can transcribe at
any distance from the recording InAnil It's Meal for Summer rookery.
strument, that Is, any distance covetEmbalming is Our
ed by the scope of the telephone.
Specialty
See our (.as I tunees on exhibition
There is no carrying about of records
ut the ELECTltIC r.l II, DIM.
or cylinders. All the typist need le
do is to take Up his end of the connecCor. Fifth Street and itnllroad Avenue
ting wire, press a button, and procec
to put into type the words thai com"
through the receiver, from the machCORONADO BEACH. CALIFORNIA
ine, which may just as well be a hunaway.
Or th"
dred miles as ten feet
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation.
Furnished tents and
machine and operator may be in an
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
Isolated room, ami the dictation carried on over a wire from another áfManas nor SPRINGS
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating1, Bathing, Pishing, Mm t'c.
rico. One push button starts the machine, another stops it, and a third
now
ii nil tlx' year an mini
Is
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
one reverses It.
Kent
of
Accommodations
Brokers Now Keep Tab on Wire
I Ghe
GR ANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Orders.
t
Wall street brokers were the first i
see the possibilities of the telegraphOtero"
Until lloum- Hun
Sash and Doors Piint and Gfoss
one as a piece of office machinery. By
f
Connection.
telephone,
a
witli
word
connecting
the
e
Contractors' Materials
for word record of everything that
comes or sues over the wire Is made.
If there Is u dispute over an order t I
MRS. WM. ROGERS, Prop
THIRD 49 MARQUETTE
buy or sell stocks, the telegraphone
Both Phones
record of the customer's voice show
what his Instructions were. The advertising department of a dally
where a great many orden ara
w
received by 'phone, and where mis.
understandings are frequent, uses a
telegraphone to make a magnetic
transcript of everything that passi s
over the wire. In this way the one
weakness of the telephone as a mean
of communication that it keeps :io
record has been eliminated!
There is already a scheme on foot
to eqUip a large hotel so that guests
In their rooms by using Iheir telephones can be placed In Instant connection with telegraphnnes located in
the typewriting room of the hotel, dictate letters, and have them delivered
Cut-o- ff
ready for signature within a few
f8L
IT tes,
The same plan has beeen sugbuilding,
New
office
a
York
gested for
Fe system leading east and west
new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,
providing means for quick dictation to
the function of the main lines of the
is
machines located In the central type
from Chicago to
and Old Mexico
writing establishment. The steel discs
Francisco and Los Angeles, El
Used are so light that they can be
mailed for two cents. If one wishes to
send a letter or a speech and hnve It
delivered In his own voice at some
distant point.
(INCORPORATED)
At least one office In the New York
financial district is so equipped that
ARB TKB OWNBBB OP THB BELEN TOWNSITB. Confuting ot ONE THOUSAND BUSINKH8 AND RESIDENCE jOTS, (sica 16x14! feat) fronting upon 10 and
every Word spoken In one of the rooms
atraota and avenuee, RIGHT In tha buameaa
may be taken down by a telegraphone,
eantar of tha NEW C1TT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Orounda. The Atchlnon, Topeka and Sanca Pe Railway company la now grading Ita extenalva depot grounda and yard Umita 100 feat wide and
noiselessly, but Industriously eavesK mile long, (capacity of seventy mllea of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER ami FREIGHT depots. HARVET EATING HOUSE,
Round House, Coal Cbutee. Water Tanka, Machina Shopa, Etc.
dropping in the vicinity of the unwary
railed There Is no means of knowing
that tfeere Is a witness present who
will give testimony ut the push of a
button, it Is well within the bounds
of probability that the proceeding 0Í
Has a population ef 1601, and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capnclty 160 barrels dally; winery, etc It Is the largest shipping point ror Hour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
board peelings will come to be recordIn
New Mexico.
Prom Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and Went, to all points tn the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
:t
ed In this way. In the meantime,
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Helen to Chicago, Kanaaa City, Galvexton and the Pacific Coast. Th water Is good and climate, unaurpaaaed.
Is well enough to avoid making comBelen baa a 116.000 public school house,
statements In vicinities
promising
two churchea, a commercial club, three hotela. restaurante, etc It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atore, harneaa ahop, eta, THB LOTH OFFERED ARB
may
telegraphone
be
There a
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchase money cash;
mny remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Intereet at eight per cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given.
YOU
WISH
TO
COMB
SECURE
person
THB
CHOICE
BARLT
or
LOTS.
IP
prices
to
particulars
cs.ll
loto
write
Por
of
and
la
further
I N K E ( M E N T B I) CATAWII
GRAPE .M'K V
BOIjE
.
ERNEST METERS
At.ENTK, 110 V. SII.VEII AVEN I 'E.
-
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V.i'-dem-

Ve-gB-
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i

electro-magneti-

The Ladies

Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

...THE GLOBE STORE...

is offering

line of summer weight underwear and
at reduction of

silk

20 PER CENT

The

garment
$2.75
and

The

--

These

at

THE

GLOBE SIGN

Which is Cheaper
Gsls or Accident?

ADAMS

DILGARD

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS

CORONADO TENT CITY

STONE HOTEL
)

R.I0

ASK ANY

ncw.;-papar-

yy

AGENT

-

e.

tVcs--

TO

o

Uhe Future

Located on the Helen

N. M.,

of

TopeKa

JVetv Mejcico

Santa

Fe "Railtvay
Santa

at

Paso Texas

San

The Helen

Center

of The Atchison

The

Zfobun

and Improvement Company
70-fo-

m

.THE CITY OF "BELEfi- -

sfc

two-thir-

Counter Salen Book.
Wr nr In a ponltlon now to handle
your ortlem for counter aalea bookn.
Call ua up and we will he pleaited to
h
irlva yoM estlmatea. Automatic
i

1 28.

II. S. Llthgow & Co.,

Bookfrlndera,

Journal liulldlng.

f

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHt

3ECKEH. President

WM. M.

3EHGE71,

Secretary

I
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j DESKS for the Busy Han

T. Y. Maynard

Hioko.

54? Hickox May nard Company
i
Are Exclusive Representativas
The Gorhant Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Llbbey Co.,
China
Artiatlc Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard
Each In Ita class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our atock of
Diamonds "never before so completa." "lis a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
Hand-pointe-

a
a

:

South Second Street

Jy 1. 1W'

Wednesday.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

The Man of Business or the Home Library

d

New Mexico's Les ding Jewelers

Th A.rch Front

WORKING JOURNXC

We have Just received a larga
Desks,
shipment
of Roll-to- p
Flat and Standing Desks, Office Chairs, Book Cases, Typewriter Stands and Tables.

PLUMBERS

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

rTTNNERj

IVENUE

We guarantee our Una to
represent the best workman-

has been chosen for the soldier's last
ship and highest class of cabinet
All members of Warren Post and friends of the deceased
work. The desk you buy of us
i
and his family are Invited to attend.
will not fall to pieces In a short
been
William A. Stoltzman has
captured at Topeka on the charge of
tlnme, thus causing you much
stealing 1.100 from the Koek Island
annoyance.
company while their agent at Pratt.
K.is.
Stoltzman Is also wanted at
Our prices are the lowest
San Marcial for embezzling $90 from
the Santa Fe company while agent at
that place. He Is suspected of also
breaking Into box cars In the Albuquerque yards and stealing
goods
therefrom, and stands an excellent
breaking
Into the penitenchance of
308-31- 0
tiary.
Railroad Avenue
The "Golden Giant Mine" as played
at the Casino last night drew a good
audience composed of represents tIts
theater-goer- s
and the play was a
through.
pleasing one all the way
as Hess Fairfax was
Miss
exceptionally clever and the remainder of the Berger Grose company gave
the usual satisfaction. The play Is full
rather
of goo.l comedy with several
strong dramatic climaxes.
A clipping received by Policeman
118 Gold Avenue
C. E. Holman, Manager.
George Eilghbargln from an tola
Kansas, paper tells of an accident
which befell Lute McCarley, formerly
of this cltv. In Tola recently. A wagon in which he was riding was struck
by a Missouri Pacific fast freight train
and McCarley was thrown to the
HAPAF.L GARCIA & TltTJJlLLO
ground, struck by the engine and
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
hurled to the other side of the track.
was severely injured Internally.
He
Al,
who was with htm lh
His brother
All Work Guaranteed
the wagon was uninjured.
Colonel W. H. Greer and Mrs. fireer
POOL AND BILLIARD
left last night for the south. Colonel
Address: General Delivery
will
vli(
Greer
the ranches of the
New Mexico
Albuquerque.
Land and cittle company near
Kngle. and Mrs, Greer win spend three
PARLORS
weeks at White iter.
DR. B. IYL.
Rev. and Mrs. N. W. Alger and Dr.
DENTIST
K. J. Alger left last night for the
Grind Canyon and California.

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST resting pl.ue.
V FATHER FORECAST.
Washington, July 10. New Mexico
ami Arizona. Partly cloudy Wediiew-dn- y
.mil Thursday.

John A. Praser, of Pueblo, Colo., is
in the city.
Teófilo Duran Is In the city from
8t. Johns. Ariz.
J. E. Mi Manon came down from
Las Vegas last night.
James (Jrunsfeld has returned from
a lulef visit in M Paso.
J. J. Heatty. of Greenland. Mich.. Is
a local business visitor.
Ben Dtgnao has left for Colorado on
an extended vacation trip.
1J. K. Twlti hell, of Lis VeColon.-gas, spent i. ist evenltig In the city.
Ben BtrtekfadOfl came down from
Ijis Vegas on his regular trip yesterday.
Gallop, was
K. W. Tamony. of
nmong the arrivals from that city
i day.
vi- -ii
1'. Whi- - iton. of Gibson coal camp
near Gallup, transacted business here
aalerday.
left
Civil Ktiglneer J. It. Farwell
yesterday for Kstancla to survey some
townsites.
Samuel Llndauer, the Dernlng mer-- i
bant, was here yi stenlay on bis way
to Chicago on a purchasing trip.
Mrs. .vi. (i. Chadbóurne, Miss Helen
Rode and atoas ltose Land left
terday for an outing on the Pec OS,
Mrs. L. K. Krvin. Wife of tin' dentist, has gone to Chicago, when- - she
will be Jollied In a few days by her
bl band.
v. Bonnette. If, I.. of Pollock,
.1.
La., and J. V Bonnette, Jr. M D., 'I
Ontrow Gola,
Arkansas, took rooms at the Alva- Office on Railroad avenue, over
Prom Ihe vinita chieftain.
i. oio vesterday.
between First and Second sts.
During
years
closing
the
of
civil
of
the
Walsh,
children
Joe and Jennie
1:30 to 0 p.m.
8 to 12 a. m
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Walsh, have gone war, when the Indian Territory was Hours:
dentistry
to Magdalena lo visit their aunt. Mr. thj habitation of scores of lawless Dr. Williams has practiced
formerly or thla bands who lived by pillaging the ooun-- , for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
P, J. McFarlsnd,
try. a cask of gold was taken from a
It;-- .
Automatic Finnic 203
9
Mr and Mrs. C A. Anderson re. Party of soldiers on their way to Fort
home in Gibson and burled somewhere In the
torneo vest-i- d ;iv to th-- lr
Madison, Iowa, after a visit at this Vlolnlty of what Is known as Willow
TICKETS BOUGHT,
f Judge and Mrs. George R. springs
S Cheap Tables or Broken Balls.
lion
Upon
the arrival of the soldiers .t
SOLD AND
rrilg
ggld,
a large d.
the
frt, without
Judos A. J. Abbott, of Bants Fe. at- EXCHANGED
was sent out
soldiers
tornev for the Poeblo Indians In New aChoientthe ofbands
BUT EVERYTHING FIRST
tl
of
outlaws A
Mexico, came down from the Ancient Jfalnst ,1
Highest Prices Paid
in which all of the outlaws
CLASS AND
list night and is to be found St " ensin
for Tickets.
wn km' ll exc?1 f""'- This one was
TinKt urges today
Straight Pool. . . 5o per cue
""" in the penlten-.- i
Alioelltlon Office. TrMCtlo'ni auiruteed.
'- fDr. and Mrs w D, RadelltTe and
Fort Leavenworth.
.... i or B Harv
r
u
por cue
15 Ball Pool .
ni
H
had never faded front this ROSENHEIM'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
w
oil A Of Lo.Lt.
'
per
expect,,,
60c
he
hour
Billiards
some
to
day
,
0
,,
They
pardoned and then to return for the
rVturned to Helen last night
hidden treasure As the years rolled by
M. CUSSAROFF. Prop.
lt..v. Simuel l Lindsiv. Buperin. howwr
,
bt,lk(.
n
In health, and a few weeks ago Home-mad- e
''"
107 S. 2nd. St.
BARNETT BLD6.
i..,ge. left yesterday for his horns Hi
n , , ,.,.
St. Louis a fter a visit w.lh the loci
,.
,,ef(,r
KINDS
ALL
W
ICE CREAM.
U;.ven.
OrgaohMT, Rev.
though, this man told his attendants
OF SOFT DRINKS
y,,,.v ,,f th(1 rouu,,ry atIj aM nwrlw
It P, Fox. formerly of this city now
of Maryland, i hers on n visit. Mr. M possible where the treasure was
carpenter in Al- buried.
Fox m is formerly
buquerque, but for the hist three
a party has been In the Willow
The Coolest Place In Hie City
years b is been living m the east.
flprlngS Country
for several weeks
I
suffering from searching for the lost gold, but no
Mrs. f. Mahnram
ti
Herts ,r broken ankle, sustain traca has boon found. So much faith C.
of a fall which she has been pinned to the dying man's
id as the
had while sweeping the sidewalk at itory. though, another search Is to be
i
sn instigated. The previous hunters have
Sjer home, porner rweum si
Ice Gold!
.
been parsons entirely unfamiliar with
It.nlroml
Colonel W. M. Merger, of the Helen the country, hift now one of Vlnltu's
Townsite and Improvement company, young men w ho has lived near Willow
Ice Gold!
transacting business In Albuquer- Springs since childhood will be emj ii
Merger
Still
ployed and
Colonel
que yesterday.
thorough search made.
Rest Amrrlcun Block, per ton.. $5.50
says that Helen Is "SWSllIn' wlslbly '
We hive lust Installed our third
booming.
Is
and real entale
Education In Switzerland.
refrigerator of large capacity, and
A. A. Freeman and James II. Wade,
Switzerland spends $11,000,1100 a
Midi., and C. 11. year on Its schools; Its population Is
will deliver (sold melons, guaranof Ann Arbor.
Winchester, ,,f Klkhirt. Ind., direc- 1,416,900. Therefore the rest of Euteed ripe at the same price you
compators of ihe American Lumber
rope thinks the Swiss are more or lens
Would have to pay for those not lc
ny, returned east last night after a Insane about education. If It were not
0 7 ton
cold.
visit of inspection to the mills.
for the few people that live In remoto
proprietor Inaccessible mountain regions there,
S. R. Gould, editor an
of the McKlnley County Republican, would be no such thing us an Illiterate
As it is, he Is a rare bird. The
of Gallup, was an Albuquerque visi- Swiss
tor yesterday. The Republican is the army examinations show only 24 Ii
In
western 10,000 unable to ri ad, and these are
most Influential weekly
25 and H.75
always the scattered dwellers on lone- Mill Big Load
New Mexico,
An assistant to the assistant super- ly mountain peaks.
Everything Is furnished free In the
intendent of the "fraction company
appeared last night at the home of Swiss set Is; books, slates, pens and
everyInstruments,
I
h. Payne, who win invest i Isrga paper, drawing
part of his savings In cigars this thing that the student needs at any
HOMER 11. WARD. Mgr.
The schools are under strict
morning. The newcomer Is lo be stage
SIS w. Marble Are.
regular
f,
and
Jr.,
medical
H.
Inspection.
and
the
There
as
Favne.
known
abOttl
190,000
are
a
IT.
says
huuim
school
is
children.
he
proud father
Phones: Colo. Blk 270. Auto. 28
Phonos: 416 Black 280
The state maintains 299 traiTe sehooh,
sheriff Perfecto Artnljo and his '.'Is housekeeping schools, many agridanutles are stin Marching for Tr cultural shools. Besides these aro
ienio Montano. SUSpei led of being III" the gre it federal 1'olytechnlum
at
murderer of Pedro Mirona!, and
yester- Zurich and other polytechnic schools
a number of Witness
maintained by the confederation. Six
day and Monday In fh hops of get- great
universities, Hern, Oenevu, lia
ting a clew to the rival i rltnlnal, who el, Zurich,
Lausanne and Krlbourg,
It Is believed, in being shielded from
and I college ut Neuchutel complete
Justice.
the educational scheme.
J. J. llagcrman. Of Rrwll, father
The man lu ll Ind the dollar Is the man
Tuition fei h In the Swiss polytechnic
of (iovernor Herbert .1 llagcrman. schools are nominal j.u a year and
who oiiylit to know something about
of
and one of the wealthiest citizens
this charge Is remitted In the case of
e
the prices we charge, for
New Mexico, grrlVSd In the city last I
r
More
students.
than that, thei;
plumbing work. It costs you nothing
Might, accompanied by Mrs. llagcrIs a stat" fund to defray the expen .s
to let us figure on any Job you may
man. on Ihe llagcrman private car Of the ItnpocUnlOUa To such the
They left later for the
have, large or small.
"Hesperia."
nny:
Grand canyon, where they win spend
money
are
sums
of
fo
"Here
certain
several days seeing the wonders of be given to you III your school course.
the "Greatest Thing In the World." When you leave this Institution yon
At a o'clock tills afternoon at the will begin to make your way In the
J W T. McNeil world. You ought then to regard th;s
residence of Re
that gentleman will perform Ik cer- Money as I loan and to repay it is
emony which unites In marriage Ar- you can, so thst It may be used LO
W.Stt-Oe-r
Plumber
The
and Miss M iry F. Doughthur C.
help others situated as you are. But 122
erty. Hoth are well known In
Is no compulsion about It."
there
being a millMr.
In practically every case the money
wright, who helped erect the Amer- has been r. pald ('hurles K. Russell,
who
has
and
here
mills
lumber
ican
In Everybody's Magazine.
I
o recently engaged in business III
California.
TIIK WOULD IS I'l'LL OK ODD
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
The funeral services over the re- AND ( I KIOIS I'KOI'l.i:
KO THE It K
SherF.
William
late
the
of
MAY Kill, I, UK THOHK WHO HAVE
mains
MONUMENTS
man, a veteran of the civil war and NOT UHKIl MOIt NINO JOURNAL
of O. K. Warren Post .No. CLASSI1 IKD ADS.
ii. -- ii i.
201 211 North Saoond Straet
Whit
Hearse
and
Black
f., (. A. R.. will be held at Borders'
Morning Journal Want Ada
undertaking parlors. Oold avenue and
Bring RcHiilts.
pi.urlh street, this afternoon at I
the
o lock. The funersl rituals of
WANTED.
societies
flrmid Army arid sfflllated cemetery
est ra Halcfleoplt.
Apply Hon
win he used and Palrvw

ALBERT FABER.

os

The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
weil and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
tale is due to their merits to nothing else.
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BENJBUsof

().

ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Steel Range &
Agents for Quick-MeGasoline Stoves.
al

BRUNSWICK

Vic-torl- o

Man-dell'-

The Only First
Class Billiard

s,

plumbers

Í

in the City.?

...t

.

".

!n;ui

,,.

Whitney Company

R.R.

bat-Ol-

,.,,,.,,

.7c

Alaska Refrigerators

Candies

.,

-

P. Sclwtt, S. Second

1

avi-nue-

White Mountain Freezers

Watermelons!

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Gasoline Stoves

COAL

Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE

WOOD

Albuquerque

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

Grocery Company

II3-M5-I- I7

W.H.HaMKcíCO

high-grad-

'

A.

Int

J. L. 'Bell Co.
Tromot

o.w.

lay,
If

B.

Ilfclcl at Co.

you need a

Hesaeldrn.

oarMnt4 telephone

Auto Phone sag.

DIAMONDS
ra Rforrr.
Our prices
When bought right are a good Invest mint
We Inrtte you to call and examina the beautiful diamond goods we ara
offering. Also Watobee, Jewelry, Silverware, ato. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.

PVPRI TT

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avanua

L

UHBE

R.

mmmmmmmmKmmmmmmmmmgMmammmmmmmemmmmmmmmmmm

Sash, Doors, GIlss Cement

a

f

AND REX FLINT OTE HOOFTifO.

Mexico-

And Then

Provide fer the Future.

BEGIN NOW!

First Street

Z

Ma.rauetfe Avenue.

Albuoueraae. New Mexico 2

i

OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

W- opened for Suliscrlptlon July 1st,
a new Series of monthly payment suv-lllinstallment Klock. .$1.00 per
month will Carry a $200.00 share.
Also u series of ireMiid investment
stock paving 6 wr cent Interest cm
ut $100.011 and upwards
Liberal wlthdrawnl privileges on all
-

205

Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, J906.

We will loan you money to liny or
liulld you a home at once if you become a stockholder.

I

Till
Association,

W. GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,

stocks

Loan
Building
of Albuquerque

KOOM 19. (JltANT BLOCK
Any

H. Jl. TibTON
Secretary
Information desired furnished.

J.E.BELL

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

Boarding Horses a S nodal tr.
Saddle Horse.
114 W. Silver Avenue. Albnanerane.

SPEELMAN& ZEARING

m. $s m MELINUEAKIN
FULL

A

SET

OF

FOR

TEETH

Gold Crowns

Gold I'illliiKs, iipwnrds from

$e.00

....91. AO

50c
I'ulnless Extraction
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

B. F.

t

-

BANKRUPT SALE

a Homeowner.

COPP, D.Building
J. S

WHOLMAUi

.i .1

Liquor 41 Cigar Dealers

Bxciusiv Acanta for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. WhMkJas,
afoot M Cfaandon White Seal OtMas-ongn- e.
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
St. IamiIs A. B. O. Bohemian
Jos. Sclillls Milwaukee Bottled
and
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail DesJer In
Beers, and Owners and Distributers
of the A I varado Clob Whiskey.
Andrea Romero, Prop.
Write for our illustrated Catalans
and Salt Meats
and arles list.
&
Automatic Teseotooaa. las.
AI78AOB A SPECIALTY
A Tenon, Albuquerque
Gold
Salesrooms.
West
Ill South First SUee.
BIGGEST
HOOB
FOR CATTLE AND
GAME IN SEASON.
ALBCQCERQim
NEW MKXJOO.
MARKET PRICE PAID
Room 13. N. T. Armllo

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

North First Street

401-40- 3

BEA MONEY SAVER

--

,

South First Street
Albuquerque, new

--

C. H. Conner, M. I). D. O.
gpeclslty Osteopathy.

tinners

321 - 323 RAILROAD AVENUE

PARLORS

I

mr

HARDWARE COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

WILLIAMS

Frith

til

Freth

Salt Meats

